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Abstract: 
The research goal was to find out the current and possible level of procurement 

automation and its contribution to less routine and more creative jobs. The goal was 

accomplished by literature review and data collection via survey. The data collected 

evaluated enterprises in developing and developed countries. The research hypothesis 

of developing countries automating more than developed ones was not supported by 

the data tested via Mann-Whithey U test. The data collected was from 146 respondents 

from all around the world. Therefore, there are limitations of the conclusions. The 

thesis and its survey contributes to the knowledge about the level of procurement 

automation.  
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Abstrakt: 
Cílem výzkumu bylo zjistit současnou úroveň automatizace nákupu a její přispění na 

méně rutinní a kreativní zaměstnání. Cíl byl dosažen rešerší literatury a dotazníkovým 

šetřením. Získaná data zhodnotila situaci v rozvojových a rozvinutých zemích. 

Hypotéza, že rozvojové země automatizují více než země rozvinuté nebyla podpořena 

získanými daty, které byly otestovány Mann-Whitney U testem. Získaná data byla od 

146 respondentů z celého světa. Proto existují určitá omezení závěrů. Diplomová práce 

a provedené dotazníkové šetření přispívá ke znalosti o automatizaci nákupu. 
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Introduction 

Procurement automation is the future ahead of us. It won’t be easy to automate 

and convince people to change the way they do their jobs, to change systems, to 

simplify them and increase the procurement efficiency to live more creative work 

lives. 

The vision of many companies and even some university professors looks more 

idealistic than the reality of many companies is. Therefore, the need to do a liter-

ature review and find out the level of procurement automation was necessary. It 

was found out that literature focused on procurement and even procurement au-

tomation is very rare and consists mainly of articles or whitepapers. So, further 

research based on interviews with procurement professionals was required to 

find out the right resources regarding the trend researched. 

The literature review consisting of trends, parts of procurement systems and fu-

turistic technologies was a base for the procurement automation survey which 

consisted of 24 questions focused on software, information sharing and e-sourc-

ing models. The hypothesis testing failed to reject the null hypothesis of Devel-

oped countries not automating as much as developing ones. The further explana-

tion can be found in the research part of the thesis. 

In the discussion, a reader can find a comparison of the collected sample of data 

to a Harvard University survey which is now open. It is followed by prediction of 

future trends and recommendation for further education of procurement em-

ployees and students. 

The goal is to find out the current and possible level of automation in procure-

ment and its contribution to less routine and more creative jobs. The thesis is 

divided into following sub-goals: Analyze the current procurement systems and 

compare them to the procurement automation status in companies. Analyze the 

trends of big data, IoT, procurement outsourcing, cloud systems, blockchain, 

smart contracts and state future possible applications of such systems. Develop 

employees’ education recommendations regarding the trends and results of the 

research. 

The null hypothesis (H0) is: “Corporations in developing countries are not using 

procurement automation software as broadly as corporations in developed coun-

tries.” Alternative (research) hypothesis (H1) is: “Corporations in developing 

countries are automating procurement more than in developed countries.”   
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1 Procurement and Supply Management 

This literature review consists of 3 main chapters, Procurement Process, Supplier 

Relationship Management and Technology, and aims to provide an overview of 

processes and technologies which are used and which can help companies to 

lower the costs, automate labor-intensive repetitive tasks and allow employees to 

have more time for strategic procurement activities. For clear understanding of 

the theoretical part, please read the following key terms explanation. 

Procurement as is perceived in this thesis is a synonym of purchasing which is 

a functional group and functional activity within a company. The purchasing em-

ployee and teams are always performing activities which add the most value to 

the organization. Their activities consist of identification of the need inside of the 

company, its specification and then supplier selection, negotiation, contracting, 

buying, performance measurements, quality standards etc. Many of these activi-

ties can be automatized and that, if done properly gives more value to the organ-

ization and at the end to the customer. (Monczka, et al., 2008) 

Supply management is a broader concept than procurement. Supply manage-

ment is a strategic approach including planning and acquisition to meet the com-

pany’s future needs by effective supply base management, process utilization in 

cooperation with resources the company has. All this effort aims to meet the com-

pany’s strategic objectives. (Monczka, et al., 2008) 

 

1.1 Procurement Process 

This chapter explains what the electronic, sometimes called digital, procurement 

process consists of. That means the operational, tactical and strategic procure-

ment activities which are possible to outsource and automate by using the latest 

technologies.  

1.1.1 E-Procurement 

Provides B2B (Business-to-business) “requisitioning, ordering and purchasing 

of goods and services over the internet.” E-procurement allows companies and 

CPOs (Chief Procurement Officers) adhere to the contracts, policies and relation-

ships with vendors via a system. The e-procurement software automatizes many 

activities which would otherwise take many man-days to be completed. (Pratt, 

2016) Because e-procurement involves electronic data transfers, it is obvious that 

e-procurement has been developing with the information technology. From 

1960s to 1990s it was mainly in the form of EDI. The current e-procurement is 

nowadays changing with the very fast internet connection and available technol-

ogies. (UNGM.org, 2006) 
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Figure 1 - Historic Context of Procurement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: UNGM.org, 2016 
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• “Where a data message is used in the formation of a contract, that con-

tract should not be denied validity or enforceability on the sole ground 

that a data message was used for that purpose.” 

When any company is adopting e-procurement, or any new module of e-procure-

ment, then the legal aspects of practical issues must also be taken into consider-

ation while planning, implementing and running the modules. (UNGM.org, 

2006) 

1.1.3 The Digital Procurement Framework 

Because terminology and concepts in digital procurement are not set yet, there 

exist many concepts. The following concept is more complex, without a descrip-

tion of tools needed, compared to the previous one. 

The digital procurement activities consist of six major processes which can be 

split into several sub-processes. The general procurement processes can be di-

vided into deployment processes and management processes. (Heckman, 2003, 

pg. 5) 

Figure 2 - Digital Procurement Process Management 

 

 

Source: Heckman, 2003, pg. 5 
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o Sub-processes – cost-benefit analysis, alternative solutions eval-

uation, refinement of specifications and requirements, develop-

ment of procurement plans. 

o Key Issues – “Can requirements be separated from wants? What 

are the important components of an appropriate procurement 

plan? What are the important cost vs. budget considerations?” 

2. Acquisition – Is selection and evaluation of suppliers and completion of 

procurement arrangements required for services and products. 

o Sub-processes – Development of appropriate sourcing strategy, 

choose the right communication in the form of RFQ, RFP and tools 

alike, plan negotiation strategy, proofread the contract, analyze the 

value added from the negotiations. 

o Key issues – “What tools optimize the procurement process? Is it 

wise to be outsourcing all of part of the procurement process? 

What processes in acquisition phase can be eliminated, automated 

or minimized?” 

3. Contract fulfillment – Is coordination and management of the fulfill-

ment of contract requirements.  

o Sub-processes – Orders expedition, discrepancies reconciliation, 

acceptance of products, installation if products, post-installation 

services management, quality records maintenance. 

o Key issues – “What are the best methods for assessing vendor 

strategies for ongoing maintenance costs? What interaction be-

tween various internal departments aids the processes?” 

Management processes 

Are processes involved in activities of the overall IT procurement governance. 

The activities are follows (Heckman, 2003, pg. 8-11): 

4. Supplier management – Optimization of customer-supplier relation-

ship with aim to add value to the business.  

o Sub-processes – Assignment of categories to suppliers according 

to the value to the organization, communication of performance ex-

pectations, monitoring and measurement of vendor performance, 

continuous suppliers’ performance improvements, clarification of 

roles and relationships with suppliers. 

o Key issues – “How to distinguish between transactional/tactical 

and strategic relationships? How should multiple vendor relation-

ships be managed? How formal should the measurement system 

be? What kind of report card is effective?” 

5. Asset management – Optimize the exploitation of the all business as-

sets during the whole life-cycle of the asset to fulfill the needs of the busi-

ness. 
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o Sub-processes – Analysis of which assets to track and develop-

ment of the asset management strategy, implementation of data-

bases, systems and tools for asset tracking, identification of factors 

which add up to the total lifecycle cost of ownership. 

o Key issues – “What assets are included in IT asset management 

(e.g. data, human resources, consumables, courseware)? How do 

you move from reactive to proactive contracting? How can we 

manage and track software as an asset? Do we need to track all 

items? What are the impacts on organizational structure?” 

6. Quality management – Aims at continuous improvement of the IT pro-

curement framework in the whole organization. 

o Sub-processes – Collection and prioritization of main ideas for a 

digital process improvement, involvement of appropriate people in 

the quality improvement, audition of vendors’ capabilities and fa-

cilities, utilization of industry standards. 

o Key issues – “What is the best way to drive supplier quality man-

agement systems? What metrics are the most meaningful quanti-

tative measures? What corrective actions are effective? How to ef-

fectively recognize and reward quality improvement?” 

1.2 Supplier Relationship Management 

It is a strategic activity in a company which aims on exploiting the most value 

from relationship with suppliers. It contains strategic planning and management 

of the relationships which can, to a large extend, be supported by technologies. 

1.2.1 SRM 

SRM systems are focused on decision-making support of many transactions 

which are very business specific. The decision-making support is done by mathe-

matical models and structured data. The SRM systems are made of many mod-

ules which are described in detail in this sub-chapter. 

1.2.2 Spend Analysis 

The aim of spend analysis is to determine the volume of expenditure which a com-

pany makes to support its operations, produce the services and products. These 

expenditures are then analyzed to determine where the demand comes from, 

what is purchased and who from. This analysis allows companies to reduce 

spending by using following strategies (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 688): 

• “Consolidation of similar products 

• Reduction in the number of suppliers 

• Reduction of maverick spend 

• Reduction of spend by other departments – HR, marketing, finance 

• Increased use of more efficient contracting methods 
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• Development of contracting methods to reduce risk and increase supply 

assurance.” 

1.2.3 Sourcing 

Sourcing consist of many phases which are divided into the following modules. 

Request for Quotation 

Is usually called eRFx module and includes request of information, request for 

proposal, and request for quotation.  It is responsible for generating, issuance, 

and tracking RFQ through the system. It usually applies the strategy which a 

buyer puts into the module. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 689) 

E-Bid Optimization 

It is the extension of usual bid process which allows suppliers to configure their 

bids so they can emphasize their strengths. This process is usually expressive bid-

ding. It allows buyers to increase their analytical abilities in bids reviewing and 

therefore apply optimal solutions. For this is used a basic set of mathematical 

algorithms which helps a buyer to evaluate different supply and cost scenarios. 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 689) 

Reverse Auctions 

In reverse auctions, many suppliers compete for one buyer by bidding lower and 

lower. When nobody wants to bid any lower or when the deadline for bidding is 

due, then the bidding process ends. The bidding is based solely on price and meet-

ing other criteria which the buyer requires. When regular reverse auction is used, 

then all suppliers see prices of others in the anonymous regime. In rank reverse 

auction, the suppliers know just their rank but not the prices of competitors. This 

whole process leads to significant cost savings and it is critical to be integrated 

with the strategic sourcing process. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 690) 

Negotiation and Total Cost Support Models 

These modules allow buyers to estimate TCO – Total Cost of Ownership for the 

products and services that their company uses. In these models are “incorporated 

quality costs, inventory costs, imports and tariffs, duty, freight, shipping.” 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 692) 

Purchase Order Issuance 

This module generates purchase orders, then assigns their number to the selected 

item and saves this information into database. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 692) 

Receiving and Inspection 

Updates system records when receiving the item ordered. When everything in in-

bound process is complete, then the module allows the item to be used. This pro-

cess is tracked usually via barcode scanner, which tracks inspection, material 

transfer and stock keeping. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 692) 
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1.2.4 Contract Management and Compliance 

Is responsible for compliance of the contracts terms a company has agreed on. It 

controls the pricing, changes in terms, thresholds of volume discounts, due dates, 

schedules of payments, and circumstances for nonperformance. Well-function-

ing contract management is able to track real-time data and therefore allow com-

panies to utilize the whole potential of the negotiated terms of the contracts. 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 692) 

1.2.5 Supplier Performance Measurement and Control 

Monitors the item status, order due dates and analyzes and measures supplier 

performance. It is able to monitor “planned receipts against due dates, provide 

immediate visibility to past-due items and mark the items that are likely to be-

come past due.”  From these and other data the module generates the scorecards 

and supplier performance reports against the determined performance criteria. 

It also includes “quality ratings, price variances, quantity discrepancies and to-

tal transportation charges.” By having this knowledge, companies can better 

choose suppliers, because they include total cost criteria, improve total cycle 

times and give a feedback to the suppliers based on their past performance. 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 693) 

1.2.6 Total Cost Reporting 

Provides the timely reports which provide visibility to the whole process of mate-

rials. For this process is necessary to have data warehouses which can provide 

information (reports) according to user’s operational needs. Therefore, there are 

real-time updating systems which provide real-time data. Then there is data 

stored in data buckets and updated once a scheduled time. The last used process 

is batch updating, which downloads all the buckets to the main system at the 

scheduled time. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 693) 

The important part of the total cost reporting is price forecasting, which identifies 

variables that affect price of the item, its product life cycle, the life cycle stage the 

item is and its price history. This allows purchasing dept. to develop better budget 

projections. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 693-694) 

1.2.7 e-Sourcing Models 

Either when using insourcing or outsourcing of procurement, a company needs 

e-sourcing tools which allow supply managers to leverage the available technol-

ogy to meet the demands of the organization via managing the external linkage 

with the company’s suppliers. This software is called generally e-sourcing suite. 

In general, companies use these three e-soucing models (Monczka, et al., p. 687): 

• Sell-side systems – work as usual e-shops which normal customers use. 

These systems contain products/services of one or more suppliers and are 
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offered to buyers. The suppliers bear the costs and responsibility for secu-

rity of the site. These systems don’t allow the buyers to track costs effec-

tively and have various levels of security. 

• Buy-side systems – are the opposite of sell-side systems. Buyers have 

their purchasing systems which are tied into their intranets and extranets 

and are used for communication and placing orders. These systems are 

financed by the buyer which gives him the control over security, spending 

and contracts. These systems are dominant nowadays. 

• Third-party marketplaces – these are independent firms which do not 

buy or sell good, but are just intermediaries who facilitate the electronic 

purchasing process via value enhancement. They are trying to get buyers 

and sellers together. This is the concept of Amazon.com in the normal con-

sumer world. These firms can be divided into vertical portals and horizon-

tal portals. Vertical portals are companies specialized in one industry, 

e.g. steel, chemicals. Horizontal portals provide wide variety of ser-

vices, e.g. office supplies.  

1.2.8 Fully integrated systems 

The ERP systems and e-sourcing systems usually work separately, but it is very 

likely that in the future the systems will be integrated and will allow companies 

to make decisions on sourcing strategies and communicate information between 

the suppliers, the buyer and their customers. The integration is expected to go 

even further and link together the sales representatives with plant production 

plans and thus tell the customer the exact date of production and delivery of the 

product. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 694) 

The integration will also allow companies to identify distribution needs, includ-

ing the transportation requirements and inventory levels which are necessary to 

meet customers’ requirements of delivery. When the customers demand is in-

cluded in the system, via demand module, then it is possible to plan capacity and 

demand requirements when launching new products or services. Because of all 

these systems the single view of the whole supply chain will be possible. 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 694) 

1.2.9 Information visibility 

Is necessary for the function of integrated systems. It means critical data sharing 

between the suppliers and customers. This adds more value to the whole process. 

It allows the participants of supply chain to gain higher revenue growth, utilize 

assets and cut the costs. It is about sharing forecasts, labor scheduling, deliveries 

optimization, inventory management. That all allows collaboration between par-

ties, improve product life cycle and maintenance. The result is reduction of bull-

whip effect, in the whole supply chain. Application of the information sharing in-

cludes careful consideration of what to share and with whom to allow effective 

supply chain management. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 695) 
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1.3 Procurement outsourcing 

The perception of what is procurement outsourcing varies from firm to firm. One 

company can perceive it as a technology service (e.g. cloud based procurement 

SW), another as consulting. Typically, procurement outsourcing includes long-

term (up to 60 months) daily management of the procurement sub-processes or 

its groups, e.g. supplier management, requisitioning, up to the multi-category 

groups, e.g. IT HW, travel, telecom services, administrative goods and equip-

ment, industrial supplies and equipment. (Gilroy, 2016) 

When a company is considering outsourcing of procurement or consulting, they 

must decide if the opportunity they are going to exploit is their strategic differen-

tiator or if it is an area on which company cannot focus on, but can drive signifi-

cant value to the organization. In the first case, the company should consider con-

sultancy services which can be combined with outsourcing, in the second case 

they should focus on proper procurement outsourcing. (Gilroy, 2016) 

In most cases companies look for day-to-day management outsourcing which in-

cludes these categories (Gilroy, 2016): 

• Strategic Sourcing and Category Management – Includes strategic 

management of category groups, e.g. understanding expenditures, effec-

tive category strategies delivering low total cost of ownership and improve-

ments of supplier performance. It is supposed to improve categories which 

don’t have enough internal resources or expertise. 

• Transactional Buying Support – Is a day-to-day buying support 

which is usually either done by end-user in a plant or store or is central-

ized. These systems include matching purchasing orders (POs) with in-

voices, checking them for accuracy, validating the requestors supplier 

choice, bid limits, validation of non-catalog orders, commodity codes and 

accurate pricing for company’s preferred suppliers. It aims at reduction of 

headcount, improvement of end-user experience and service level, and re-

duction of process costs. This is the focus of most procurement software 

developers. 

• Transaction Automation and Processing – Is implementation of e-

procurement on fully outsourced basis which can be integrated to the ex-

isting ERP or e-procurement systems, while maintaining ongoing supplier 

connectivity, spend reporting and maintenance. It aims at providing im-

proved spend visibility, accurate pricing for networked suppliers, portal 

for determining order status, etc.  

Considered the facts above, procurement is not easily outsourceable activity, be-

cause the results of it are tied directly into the costs of goods sold (COGS) and the 

profit-and-loss statements of a company. That is why companies are hesitating 

outsourcing such an activity. According to the A.T. Kearney indirect procurement 
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studies (2007-2010), the outsourcing of procurement, is only 2 percent of all out-

sourcing activities. (Ahn, Ruiz-Huidobro, Slelatt, 2011) 

When considering outsourcing, it is recommended to outsource strategic sourc-

ing and category management together. Outsourcing category management can 

only bring fees for service, which can exceed the overall cost of expertise bought 

from the vendor. It is therefore important to contract cautiously and define pre-

cisely the way the service will be paid for, e.g. a percent of savings achieved, fee 

of the percentage of spend managed or fixed price per full-time equivalent (FTE). 

The last option is recommended for its clarity. (Ahn, Ruiz-Huidobro, Slelatt, 

2011) 

Outsourcing, which is usually delivered by Procurement Service Providers 

(PSPs), is usually categorized this way (GEP, 2013):  

• Transactional services – support day-to-day buying, POs, compliance 

with suppliers. 

• Tactical services – perform spot buys, manage low-dollar “tail-spend” 

or support category managers of the company. 

• Strategic services – provide end-to-end category management services, 

lead strategic sourcing projects. 

Table 1 - List of the most common procurement outsourced activities 

Transactional Tactical Strategic 

Procurement Operation Procurement Support 
Services Sourcing & Category 
Management 

Transaction Management 
(Reg-to-PO Management) 

Sourcing Support Strategic Sourcing 

Contract Administration Market Intelligence Category Management 

Master Data Management Spot Buying Spend Data Management 

eCatalog Management Contracting Strategic Vendor Perfor-
mance Management 

New Vendor Set-up Tail-spend Management KPI Tracking & Reporting 

Compliance Tracking Vendor Score Carding Opportunity Assessments 

Source: (GEP, 2013) 

 

1.4 Technology 

This part aims to provide knowledge necessary for today’s procurement officer 

who wants to use the latest tools and know the possibilities of new technologies 

which allow him to automate the procurement process. The chapter includes tra-

ditional systems and standards, e.g. EDI, ERP and newer technologies such as 

business intelligence, data visualization, data mining, big data concept, cloud 

computing, blockchain or cognitive computing.  
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1.4.1 Stages of Data Processing 

This section is inspired by Richard L. Nolan and his article Managing the crises 

in data processing, published in Harvard Business Review, March-April, 1979. 

This article, although it is very old, still applies in today’s supply chain manage-

ment, data processing (DP) and thus also in the business world. 

The VI stages model developed by Nolan (1979) begins with Stage I – Initiation, 

which is introduction into the computing systems and their basic use without 

standardization in a company, up to Stage VI – Maturity, which includes full data 

resource management, data resource strategic planning and automation. The in-

dividual stages are best described in the table below. 

Table 2 – Six stages of data processing growth 

Growth  

Processes 

 

      

Applications 

portfolio 

Func-
tional 
cost re-
duction 
applica-
tions 

Prolifera-
tion 

Upgrade 
documen-
tation and 
restruc-
turing of 
existing 
applica-
tions. 

Retrofit-
ting exist-
ing appli-
cations 
using da-
tabase 
technol-
ogy 

Organiza-
tion 

Integra-
tion of ap-
plications 

Applica-
tion inte-
gration 
“mirror-
ing” infor-
mation 
flows 

DP 

organization 

Speciali-
zation for 
techno-
logical 
learning 

User-ori-
ented pro-
grammers 

Middle 
manage-
ment 

Establish 
computer 
utility and 
user ac-
count 
teams 

Data ad-
ministra-
tion 

Data re-
source 
manage-
ment 

DP planning 

and control 

Lax Laxer Formal-
ized 
planning 
and con-
trol 

Tailored 
planning 
and con-
trol sys-
tems 

Shared 
data and 
common 
systems 

Data re-
source 
strategic 
planning 

User 

Awareness 

 

 

Level of DP 
expendi-
tures 

“Hands 
off” 

Superfi-
cially en-
thusiastic 

Arbitrarily 
held ac-
countable 

Accounta-
bility 
learning 

Effectively 
accounta-
ble 

Ac-
ceptance 
of joint 
user and 
data pro-
cessing ac-
countabil-
ity 

 Stage I 

Initiation 

Stage II 
Contagion 

Stage III 
Control 

Stage IV 
Integra-
tion 

Stage V 
Data ad-
ministra-
tion 

Stage VI 
Maturity 

Source: Nolan (1979) 

 

Nolan wrote in 1979 that “To understand the new picture, one must look at the 

growth in knowledge and technology, at organizational control, and at the shift 

Transition 

point 
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from computer management to data resource management.” This still applies, 

and is required even more in the big data and application of Stage VI. 

The speed with which companies move from stage to stage is influenced by the 

internal body of company’s knowledge and external body of knowledge of DP 

(data processing). The response to the IT developments is the external 

knowledge, but the internal body of knowledge is usually experimental and de-

pends on what the managers and users learn from system implementation. Dif-

ferent way of implementation is applied in companies which started in 1960, 

1990, or are starting nowadays. The IT technologies are different and the internal 

and external knowledge as well. (Nolan, 1979) 

Different data processing approaches are applied in departments of a company. 

Control environment is usual in performance and finance systems which include 

budgeting, planning, HR – personal performance, accounting. These depart-

ments must be fast, effective and efficient. On the contrary, loose data processing 

approach might appear in other departments. The loose DP approach has a great 

disadvantage; it consumes much more resources than is necessary to get the job 

done. Every stage requires its level of control and slack/loose balance. Too much 

control at the beginning of IT implementation can harm the whole process, while 

not enough control in the later stages can significantly increase DP budget and 

allow existence of inefficient systems. (Nolan, 1979) 

Stage 1 – Initiation – Is the phase in which company first buys the technology 

and users are introduced to it. It is the case of many small businesses.  

Stage 2 – Contagion, is typical for frustration of more senior and middle man-

agers in making their effort to get information, which is able to support their de-

cision-making needs, from the company’s computer-based systems. Each level of 

management needs different systems, senior management – planning systems, 

middle management – control systems, operational management – operational 

systems. Every manager at every level in the Stage 2 desires faster and better data, 

but doesn’t get any. There appears the failure of base-level systems’ support of 

higher-level systems, e.g. budget control, production control etc. The need of data 

control and standardization then arises. (Nolan, 1979) 

Therefore, the Stage 3 – Control, consists of a shift from computer manage-

ment to the data management. This implies efforts to professionalize, standardize 

and to give users accountability for expenditures incurred in DP. The data pro-

cessing department moves the database to key application areas, which are order 

entry, MRP, or general ledger. The users are being provided reliable data sup-

porting their decisions. (Nolan, 1979) 

Stage 4 - Integration is the next step in the data processing automation. At this 

stage the DP expenditures are significantly increasing, because new users of the 

systems are demanding more data from the data processing department and 

therefore the DP of the company has to expand. Development of internal and ex-

ternal control systems takes place at this stage. Redundant data is being created, 
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which then creates a new wave of problems. Therefore, better control and more 

efficiency is demanded. (Nolan, 1979) Nowadays, this phase is represented by 

ERP systems. Computer-assisted audit techniques (CAATs), which are auto-

mated tools for accessing vast repositories of data, are used to analyze the avail-

able data. (Hollyhead, Robson, 2012) 

Stage 5 – Data Administration deals with company’s culture change which 

implies data ownership, which is transmitted to the data users. It is about assur-

ing that the data users know how to use the data they have granted access and use 

them effectively and correctly. It also implies data synchronization with smart 

devices and use of cloud storage. (Hollyhead, Robson, 2012) 

Stage 6 – Maturity, all the systems are developed to their optimum state, are 

stable and mature. This stage is hard to achieve and then maintain, because of 

the continuous rapid technological and business change, and changing demands 

of the customers. (Hollyhead, Robson, 2012) 

1.4.2 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

“Is the computer-to-computer exchange of business data in standard formats.” 

(X12.org). This information is organized in line with standards and format set on 

which both parties agreed on, that allows automatic processing by the computer, 

without any human intervention or rewriting. The information included in EDI 

document is the same as in a printed document. The benefits of EDI are then 

obvious (X12.org, 2016): 

• “Reduced cycle time 

• Better inventory management 

• Increased productivity 

• Reduced costs 

• Improved accuracy 

• Improved business relationships 

• Enhanced customer service 

• Increased sales 

• Minimized paper use and storage 

• Increased cash flow” 

Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12 develops and maintains the EDI 

standards, which aim to work across industries and companies’ boundaries. The 

changes in the standards are made on consensus and are supposed to reflect the 

needs of standard users. Nowadays, more than 300+ EDI transaction sets con-

duct business. (X12.org, 2016) 

There exist more EDI standard bodies who develop the sets of EDI messages 

(documents). The most important ones are ANSI, EAN, EDIFACT, ODETTE and 

VDA. Each of them has its specifics (Data Interchange, 2012): 
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• EDIFACT (Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce 

and Transport) – Are rules developed by United Nations. UN publishes a 

new set of EDI messages every year in the form of a draft or a standard. 

The drafts are usually so complex and sufficient so companies implement 

them without waiting for the standard to be released. 

• ODETTE (Organization for Data Exchange by Tele-Transmission in Eu-

rope) – serves automotive industry by developing sub-sets of EDIFACT 

messages which are used in automobile industry. 

• EAN (European Article Numbering) – Members of this association can 

develop their own EDI messages standards which they can then use in 

their country. 

• VDA (Verband der Automobilindustrie) – Sets standards which are used 

in German automotive industry and has its own set of messages, which are 

not exactly EDI messages but are accepted as them. 

• ANSI X12 (American National Standards Institute) – is an American 

standard and its messages are called Transaction Sets. 

• Company standards – Are changes to the official EDI message stand-

ards adopted by companies which are called Message Implementation 

Guidelines and are done by individual companies. 

1.4.3 XML Standard 

Extensible Markup Language is web language which has been developed for the 

use by e-business, therefore it allows the exchange of structured data via Web. By 

connecting EDI with XML, the business communication is getting more interop-

erable and connected. The XML specifications standardization includes (X12.org, 

2016): 

• “Exchanging transactional data 

• Developing messaging and protocol infrastructure 

• Creating code-value dictionaries 

• Devising trading partner agreements 

• Defining business processes performed in conjunction with business-to-

business exchanges” 

The use of XML standards allows companies to create a trading network which 

more than substitutes the few previous connections they had. This enables com-

panies to speed-up the introduction of new products and reduce costs. Nowadays, 

ASC X12 is collaborating with businesses to enhance communication and develop 

standards for Electronic Business XML (ebXML). (X12.org, 2016) 

1.4.4 CICA Standard 

“Is Context Inspired Component Architecture, which is syntax-neutral and sup-

ports business content and implementation information.” The CICA messages 
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can be in the form of XML, in X12’s EDI syntax, RDF (Resource Description 

Framework) and OWL (Web Ontology Language). The advantage of CICA archi-

tecture is that it enhances the reusability of messages structure and enables to use 

the same architecture with newly developed markup languages. (X12.org, 2016) 

1.4.5 ERP 

Enterprise resource planning allows companies to integrate various business 

functions into one system, it is one database which reduces data redundancy, re-

keying and allows users to do more meaningful jobs. The ERP system usually in-

cludes management and planning of finance-accounting, inventory, supply chain, 

CRM, SRM, manufacturing, operations, reporting, human resources, sales force 

automation, marketing and other business functions. The process which trans-

forms all this data into meaningful and useful form is called business intelligence. 

(Netsuite.com, 2016) 

1.4.6 Business Intelligence 

As it has been described above, BI is a process driven by technology which anal-

yses data and is able to present them in a useful/actionable format to support 

decision making of executives, managers and other users. It contains many tools, 

applications and methodologies which allow companies to collect data from in-

ternal and external sources, analyze them, run simulations, create reports, dash-

boards and visualize data. This broad data analysis speeds-up decision making 

process, operational efficiency, internal business processes, analyze problems 

that need to be dealt with and tracks market trends. These analyses are done by 

using internal and external historical information and sensors which provide new 

data. (Rouse, 2014) 

Business intelligence uses wide variety of analytic applications, the usual ones are 

follows (Stedman, 2014): 

• “Ad hoc analysis and querying 

• Enterprise reporting 

• Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) 

• Mobile BI 

• Real-time BI 

• Operational BI 

• Cloud and SW as service BI 

• Open-source BI 

• Collaborative BI 

• Location intelligence 

• Data visualization 

• Advanced analytics 

• Data mining 

• Predictive analytics 

• Text mining 
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• Statistical Analysis 

• Big Data analytics” 

These tools are not always user friendly, therefore they require specialized work-

force such as statisticians, data scientists, predictive modelers and other analytics 

professionals. The data these people are processing are usually stored in data 

warehouses, data marts or clouds. The tool which allows companies to store un-

structured, raw data from different systems in data storage centers is called Ha-

doop. (Stedman, 2014) 

1.5 Big data 

This term has many definitions, but the most precise one is given by OED (Oxford 

English Dictionary, 2016): “Extremely large data sets that may be analyzed 

computationally to reveal patterns, trends, and associations, especially relating 

to human behavior and interactions.”  

The definition provided above omits 3Vs which are the part of big data concept 

described by Doug Laney in 2001. 3Vs are volume, variety and velocity. Detailed 

description is follows (Laney, 2001): 

• Data Volume. Describes the increasing breadth and depth of a single 

transaction which takes place in the company’s system. This also implies 

problems of lowering financial value of the stored data with the increase 

of the amount of data stored. Therefore, it is recommended to: 

o Better specify, profile data sources to avoid redundancies. 

o Monitor unused data which can be then eliminated or stored some-

where else than at the data warehouse. 

o Collect only data which can be leveraged by current or planned 

business processes. 

• Data Velocity. It is the increase of point-of-interaction (POI) speed and 

its pace it is used by e-commerce. The POI still provides an advantage to a 

business, be it a responsive webpage, availability of inventory analysis, 

tracking of orders, or delivery of a product/service. That all is the ability to 

manage data velocity. 

• Data Variety. It is the biggest challenge of effective data management. 

The variety of data is given by non-aligned data structures, incompatible 

data formats or inconsistent data semantics. The solutions can be follows: 

o Usage of XML-based data format – which can serve as a “universal 

translator” of imported and exported data. 

o Data profiling which looks for hidden relationships between many 

data sources and resolves inconsistencies. 

o Middleware used to improve connectivity of applications and data-

bases. 

o Solutions for metadata management which provides contextual 

consistency to the company’s data. 
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o Relating various-incompatible types of data types via advanced in-

dexing techniques. 

1.5.1 Data mining 

Data mining is a new technology which allows companies to perform “the extrac-

tion of hidden predictive information from large databases.” It is able to predict 

behaviors, trends and thus allows businesses to make decisions which are proac-

tive and based on knowledge. This technology and its tools are able to answer 

queries which were in the past extremely time consuming to resolve. The tools 

scan databases, try to find hidden patterns with aim to find information which 

normal users didn’t even think of. The data mining technology is now possible 

because companies are collecting massive amounts of data, use fast microproces-

sors and have available data mining algorithms. It is all the result of evolution 

from retrospective data delivery systems, through SQL to prospective and proac-

tive information delivery. (Thearling, 2012) 

The name of the technology has its own specific meaning which can be expressed 

as “mining a mountain for a vein of valuable ore.” That is the main idea of data 

mining, to try to find the vein of valuable data which can be used for value crea-

tion, as a business competitive advantage or for optimization. The data mining 

technology provide these capabilities (Thearling, 2012): 

• Automated prediction of trends and behaviors – Extensive manual 

analysis of big data sets is now done quickly. The most popular use is tar-

geted marketing which is able to analyze promotions and predict reactions 

of future promotions.  

• Automated discovery of previously unknown patterns – The tools 

seek through data warehouses and seek for patterns which were previously 

not trackable or discovered at all. The example can be correlations between 

products bought together in retail.  

The data mining allows also to analyze data in more breadth and depth which 

wasn’t possible due to the limited capacity of analytics and statisticians who usu-

ally omitted some “insignificant” variables which could influence the results. The 

advantages of debt and breadth are follows (Thearling, 2012): 

• More columns – When doing hand-on analysis, analysts have to limit 

the number of variables, so the analysis is possible in a reasonable time. 

When doing the analysis with data mining tools, then there can be more 

variables and unknown patterns in data discovered. 

• More rows – When using larger samples of data, then the standard de-

viation and the number of errors is lower which gives higher accuracy of 

results. 
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The techniques used in data mining are follows (Thearling, 2012): 

• Artificial neural networks – The use of non-linear predictive models 

which allow them to learn via training and are similar to biological neural 

networks in their structure. 

• Decision trees – The structures of the sets of decisions made by this 

method look like trees. Through these tree structures are generated rules 

which enable to classify a dataset. The most used decision tree methods 

are CART – Classification and Regression Trees and CHAID – Chi Square 

Automatic Interaction Detection. 

• Genetic algorithms – Based on the concepts of evolution these optimi-

zation techniques use natural selection, mutation, genetic combination in 

the processes. 

• Nearest neighbor method – Using classes of historical datasets and 

current k records the method is trying to find similarities between each 

record. This method can be called k-nearest neighbor technique. 

• Rule induction – Based on the statistical significance, the method ex-

tracts useful if-then rules from available data. 

Data mining can tell its user relevant things or even predict what will happen 

next. This is possible by using modeling. The concept is simple: data miner cre-

ates a model with specific variables and then applies it to other data where he 

wants to find one or more missing variables. The model which is used is before-

hand tested on a small sample of data with known results to check if it is properly 

defined. Then it is used on big data. (Thearling, 2012) 

For successful data mining is essential to have the data mining tools connected 

directly to the data warehouse, which saves time because no extra operations are 

needed. For this purpose, is usually used On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) 

server which can analyze data by region, product line or other key indicators in 

the business. Both data warehouse and OLAP server must be embedded to max-

imize ROI of this infrastructure. (Thearling, 2012) 

The two critical factors for good application of data mining tools is to have very 

well defined business processes on which the data mining will be applied and to 

have prepared and well-integrated large amounts of data (so called big data) in 

the data warehouse. (Thearling, 2012) 

1.5.2 Text mining 

Text mining is a new field of data mining techniques which uses machine learn-

ing, statistical modeling and natural language processing to analyze unstructured 

data in form of e-mails, posts on social medias, word documents from internal or 

external customers and any kind of text stored in the computer. The techniques 

face many challenges of natural language, such as slang, inconsistent semantics 
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and syntax, specific language usage of different industries and age groups, cyni-

cism, sarcasm. (Rouse, 2016) 

The SW which is undertaking such analysis transposes phrases and words in-

cluded into numerical, computer understandable, values which then links to the 

structured data in data warehouse and then allows to run usual data mining tech-

niques. By doing so, the companies can get insights into emotions, sentiment, 

relevance and intensity of the message in the text. This technology is still consid-

ered emerging technology, so the results differ at each SW vendor. (Rouse, 2016) 

1.5.3  Cognitive Computing 

By putting big data, data mining, text mining, pattern recognition and natural 

data processing together cognitive science can apply algorithms which stimulate 

how human brain works and therefore use self-learning systems, which can have 

impact on business and private life. (Marr, 2016) 

The cognitive systems usually rely on neural networks (stimulation of human 

brain thinking) and deep learning algorithms. The more data the system is ex-

posed to, the more it can learn and then is able to create complex decisions trees 

which help the cognitive system to come up with the answer. (Marr, 2016) 

1.5.4 Data warehouse 

To apply all the technologies, tools and methods mentioned above, a company 

needs to have its own data warehouse or a cloud storage at a provider. Data ware-

house is a collection of data which is subject-oriented, time-variant, integrated 

and non-volatile which aims to support the decision-making process of com-

pany’s management. The terms used in definition mean following. (Anonymous, 

2016): 

• Subject-oriented – The warehouse can analyze particular areas, be it 

sales, marketing, production, etc. 

• Time-variant – It stores historical data. While transaction system 

doesn’t store any. 

• Integrated – Gathers data from more sources, but represents them in 

one way. 

• Non-volatile – The data stored in the warehouse are not rewritable, 

doesn’t change. 

The data warehouse can be also perceived from the functional point of view which 

is described by Ralph Kimball: “A data warehouse is a copy of transaction data 

specifically structured for query and analysis.” (Kimball, 1996). 
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1.5.5  Cloud computing 

Is sharing of computer resources, be it data storage or computing power over the 

internet. It allows companies to analyze data, which wouldn’t be possible with 

single computer (stand-alone) computing power. The word cloud as is used 

means “the Internet”, so it means Interned-based computing. The resources shar-

ing of data centers and their supercomputing power is done by virtualization, 

which is the software between the client and the supercomputer or data center. 

(Beal, 2016) 

The cloud services which are usually used by businesses are (Griffith, 2016): 

• SaaS – Software-as-a-Service – the businesses have access to an applica-

tion they subscribed to over the Internet. 

• PaaS – Platform-as-a-Service – companies can create their own SW in a 

cloud service which they then use. 

• IaaS – Infrastructure-as-a-Service – renting out the infrastructure for 

companies is what Microsoft, Google and Amazon do. 

1.5.6 Apache Hadoop 

Using simple programming models, the Apache™ Hadoop® project and the 

open-source software it develops, provides a framework for distributed pro-

cessing of large data sets across clusters of computers. The library of Apache Ha-

doop is designed the way, that it doesn’t rely on 24/7 availability, but it takes sys-

tem HW failures as normal thing and detects them at the application layer. That 

gives project very big reliability in the big data centers. It works on one computer 

up to thousands of machines and it is connectable to many other Apache projects 

like: Ambari™, Avro™, Cassandra™, ZooKeeper™ etc. The Hadoop project con-

sists of these modules (Apache Hadoop, 2016): 

• Hadoop Common – Utilities which support other modules of Hadoop 

• Hadoop Distributed Files System (HDFS™) – File system which 

provides high-throughput access to application data 

• Hadoop YARN – Job scheduling and cluster resource management 

framework. 

• Hadoop MapReduce – Using the concept of YARN allows parallel pro-

cessing of large data sets. 

1.5.7 BlockChain 

Procurement automation comes with a high need of payment automation and 

verification, be it local or international. Such a solution is being developed based 

on Blockchain technology by IBM, Microsoft, SAP or Deloitte. Many companies 

see potential of a network which works as a decentralized ledger. Such a network 

is Blockchain and will be described in detail below. 
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The fastest transactions are the shortest without intermediaries, that is the main 

thought behind Bitcoin cryptocurrency which runs on Blockchain. This crypto-

currency is based on peer-to-peer network (P2P) on the Internet which prevents 

double-spending problem and thus avoids the central authority. This network is 

based on mathematical model based on cryptographic proof and not on trust. 

Thus, is allows way faster transactions between parties anywhere in the world 

with minimum transaction fees. The function of the Blockchain system is follows. 

(Nakamoto, 2008) 

1.5.8 Transactions 

The electronic coin is defined as a chain of digital signatures. The transfer of a 

coin between the owner and payee is signed by hash of the previous transaction 

and then by the public key of the payee. This allows a payee to verify the transac-

tion of the coin, in other words the chain of ownership. (Nakamoto, 2008) 

Figure 3 - Digital Coin Transaction 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008 

 

Because this solution does not allow the payee to verify that the transaction is not 

a double-spend, the register of all transactions is needed, so the system knows 

which payment was the first one. In normal case this would require a central au-

thority, but in the case of blockchain a public register of all transactions exists, so 

the participants can agree on a single history of the order in which the transac-

tions were received. Therefore, most of the network nodes must agree on that the 

transaction was the first received. (Nakamoto, 2008) 
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Timestamp Server 

“Works by taking a hash of a block of items to be timestamped and widely pub-

lishing the hash.” The hash works as a prove that the data included in it existed 

at the time it was created, so they could get into the hash. The timestamp always 

includes the previous hash of the timestamp; it creates a chain. (Nakamoto, 

2008) 

Figure 4 - Blockchain Timestamp Server 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008, p. 2 

 

Proof-of-Work 

The Proof-of-Work system in blockchain is similar to Adam Black’s Hashcash. “It 

involves scanning for a value that when hashed, such as with SHA-256, the hash 

begins with a number of zero bits. The average work required is exponential in 

the number of zero bits required and can be verified by executing a single hash. 

For our timestamp network, we implement the proof-of-work by incrementing 

a nonce in the block until a value is found that gives the block’s hash the required 

zero bits.” After that the block cannot be changed without doing the work again. 

The proof-of-work is based on one-CPU-one-vote logic. (Nakamoto, 2008) 

Figure 5 - Blockchain Proof-of-Work 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008, p. 3 

Network 

The network runs as follows, description taken from Nakamoto, 2008: 

1) “New transactions are broadcast to all nodes. 

2) Each node collects new transactions into a block. 

3) Each node works on finding a difficult proof-of-work for its block. 
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4) When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes.  

5) Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid and not al-

ready spent. 

6) Nodes express their acceptance of the block by working on creating the 

next block in the chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previ-

ous hash.” 

The longest chain is always considered as the correct one by all nodes. When there 

is are two versions of a block broadcasted simultaneously, then a node works on 

the one which it receives first and keeps the other one in case the other branch 

becomes longer. This tie is broken with the next proof-of-work, because one 

branch becomes longer and all nodes switch to the longer branch and forget the 

shorter one. Even if a node misses a block, it will require it with a next block when 

it realizes that it missed one. The new transactions do not even need to broadcast 

to all nodes; when they reach many nodes, they will get into a block anyway. 

(Nakamoto, 2008) 

Incentive 

In the system exists a rule saying that “the first transaction in a block is a special 

transaction that starts a new coin owned by the creator of the block.” This mo-

tivates the nodes to support the network by “mining” the new coins. The expend-

itures of the miners are electricity and CPU time. The next incentive which also 

works well are the transaction fees. This is expected to be the main motivation in 

the future when enough coins are mined (in case of Bitcoin) and then the coin 

becomes completely inflation free. (Nakamoto, 2008) 

Reclaiming Disk Space 

To save the disk space the transactions are saved in a Merkle Tree when only the 

root hash of transactions is kept and the other old blocks are “subbed off the 

branches of the tree.” (Nakamoto, 2008) 
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Figure 6 - Hashing Transactions into a Merkle Tree 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008 

 

Simplified Payment Verification 

The network user needs just a copy of the longest chain, which he gets by asking 

the network nodes, and receives the Merkle branch which is linked to the block 

the transactions are timestamped in. The user does not check the transaction it-

self, but links is to a place in a chain and sees that a network node accepted it and 

the blocks which are after it then confirm its acceptance by network. (Nakamoto, 

2008) When there are more than 6 verifications, that means 6 blocks, it is con-

sidered as a secure transaction. The user can speed up the verification process by 

paying higher transaction fee, so it is included in a block sooner. 

Figure 7 - Longest Proof-of-Work Chain 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008 
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Combining and Splitting Value 

In Bitcoin logic, which allows value of it to be split and combined, each transac-

tion contains multiple inputs and outputs. There is usually one input from a large 

transaction or more inputs from many small transactions and maximum of two 

outputs: one which is the payment and the other one which returns the remaining 

funds to the payer. (Nakamoto, 2008) 

Figure 8 - Combining and Splitting Value 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008, p. 5 

 

Privacy 

Although blockchain and Bitcoin running on it shares all the transactions with 

the network and anyone can check anytime any account, the privacy is kept by 

keeping public keys anonymous. Therefore, there is no way of linking to whom 

the transactions from one account to another flow. It is like a stock exchange in-

formation sharing. To increase security, it is required to use new key pair for each 

transaction so it is less possible to link it to the owner. However, there is still a 

risk of multi-input transactions which reveal that the inputs had the same owner. 

If this is revealed, then other transactions can be linked to the same owner. 

(Nakamoto, 2008). 

Figure 9 - Privacy in Blockchain 

Source: Nakamoto, 2008, p. 6 
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Blockchain Usage 

There are many ways the blockchain can be used, the list provided by Judd Bagley 

(2016) is follows: 

1) Smart contracts – automatic contracts which are executed when speci-

fied conditions are met. Ethereum project is built to provide this possibil-

ity. Companies like SAP, IBM (Its product Blockchain as a Service, IBM 

Blockchain.) or Microsoft are investing in this area. 

2) Sharing economy – Allows to skip intermediaries like Uber when taking 

a taxi, or accommodating via AirBnB. Nowadays, project called Open-

Bazzar is build up on personal reputation rather than a network. 

3) Crowdfunding – via blockchain is possible to create crowd-sourced ven-

ture capital funds where every member has its own votes based on shares 

and can influence development of a product. 

4) Governance – based on Ethereum smart contracts, the elections can be 

fully transparent with immediate results. 

5) Supply chain auditing – using blockchain timestamps, date and loca-

tion, the consumers can track the origin of the products and verify ethical 

claims companies do. Project focused on transparence of supply chains is 

Blockverify and project Provenance. 

6) File storage – because of blockchain decentralization and encryption, 

the data distributed over the network is protected against being hacked or 

lost. It is based on IPFS – Inter Planetary File System, which moves data 

around in a similar way as torrent does. One already working project is 

Storj.io 

7) Prediction markets – based on the idea that crowd is always more right, 

crowd sourcing predictions of real-world events has proved very high de-

gree of accuracy. Project Augur allows users to buy into correct predictions 

and if it turns out to be right they earn money. 

8) Protection of intellectual property – focused on copyright owners, 

allows them, via smart contracts, to collect royalties and sell their creative 

works online. One of such projects is Myscelium, which creates P2P music 

distribution system and musicians can sell their songs directly to their lis-

teners or studios. 

9) IoT (Internet of Things) – via use of Smart Contracts the automation 

management of remote systems is possible. Ones investing huge amounts 

of money into this are Samsung, IBM and AT&T. 

10) Neighborhood Microgrids – based on Ethereum smart contracts, ex-

cess energy made by solar panels of neighbors can be redistributed.  One 

project already focused on such a thing is Consensys, which develops so 

called dApps – Decentralized Applications. 

11) Identity management – via blockchain will be possible to identify one’s 

identity without a problem. The cooperation of private and public entities 

will be necessary. 
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12) Anti-money laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC) 

– adaptation of these systems can reduce cross-institutional verification 

times, increase monitoring and effectiveness of analysis. Project Polycoin 

is a solution which focused on transactions analysis. 

13) Data management – blockchain will allow users to sell their data which 

social networks like Facebook and Google collects about them in exchange 

for a cryptocurrency. Enigma project on MIT is trying to create such a per-

sonal data marketplace. 

14) Land title registration – usually publicly available information about 

land owners can be easily moved to blockchain based system, which will 

eliminate frauds and make record keeping more efficient. Some countries 

are already experimenting with this, e.g. Sweden or Republic of Georgia. 

15) Stock trading – blockchain can shorten clearing times between stock 

trades and therefore the stock exchange can become instantaneous. Stock 

and commodities exchanges like Nasdaq, ASX or JPX are already proto-

typing such applications. 

1.5.9 OSINT – Open Source Intelligence 

“OSINT, previously called OSCINT, is intelligence derived from public infor-

mation-tailored intelligence which is based on information which can be obtained 

legally and ethically from public sources. It provides political and military ad-

vantage which complements the advantage provided by traditional intelligence, 

it is available at low cost, and it cannot be ignored.” Steele (1997) Although the 

idea of OSINT is old and has been practiced by military and political regimes for 

about 20 years, the business is now implementing it as well. In the business 

world, the OSINT can bring valuable information about liquidity of suppliers, 

countries, customers or competitors, send warning signals and indicate threats. 

It uses a system of tagged data which allows to place queries easily. (Balatka & 

Demeter, 2017) 

1.6 IoT – Internet of Things 

Internet of Things, which is a very discussed topic nowadays, comprises of 

providing and sharing of information and smart products/components. It is all 

possible because of the high-speed and easily affordable Internet connection 

available. 

Smart components are the ones which encompass sensors, data storage, mi-

croprocessors, controls, SW and possibly operating system which enhances the 

user interface. The connectivity components, which are necessary for func-

tion and information sharing comprise of antennae, ports and protocols which 

enable wireless or wired connection with products. The connectivity can have 

3 forms (Porter, Heppelmann, 2014): 
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• One-to-one – One product connects to one terminal in form of a user, 

manufacturer or also to another product. 

• One-to-many – One central system is connected to many products at the 

same time. 

• Many-to-many – When many products connect to each other and to ex-

ternal data sources. These products can then adjust their behavior and op-

timize the function of the product depending on the information gathered 

from other products. 

The smart connected products and their communication is possible because of 

newly used IPv6 internet registration system, which provides 340 trillion^3 ad-

dresses for individual devices with greater security and possibility to get the ad-

dress without the IT support. (Porter, Heppelmann, 2014) 

The smart connected products allow companies to do many things. The main 

ones are allowing them to provide better customer experience, feedback from 

their products and service products via internet are (Porter, Heppelmann, 2014): 

• Monitoring – using the sensors embedded in devices, companies can 

monitor conditions, operation, external environment and sources of exter-

nal data. This allows them to track the real product usage, its history and 

allows them to control the device, or deliver better future user experience. 

• Control – Is possible via firmware which is included in the product or in 

the cloud to which the product is connected. The algorithms then allow the 

device to react to signals from sensors coming from the environment or 

from the sensor itself.  

• Optimization – Is all possible using cloud, advanced analysis and appli-

cation of algorithms which monitors historical data and allows to improve 

efficiency, utilization and output delivered by the product. 

• Autonomy – The products with more sophisticated HW and SW can per-

form self-diagnosis, adapt to the preferences of users or learn about their 

environment. That is an ability which human beings aren’t able to do 24/7.  

The IoT concept is a source of enormous amount of data which must be analyzed, 

this amount of data is usually called Big Data which is described in chapter 1.5. 

Big Data is analyzed via data mining methods which are described in the chapter 

1.5.1 – Data Mining. 

1.6.1 Sensors used in supply chain, procurement 

The sensors nowadays are used for location tracking which includes humidity, 

tilt, shock, temperature etc. They usually function as passive sensors which log 

the transport of goods and can then represent the data using current technologies 

as smart phones or tablets.  
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In procurement, there can be sensors which can track the level to which a ma-

chine is worn, or if anything exceptional is happening and then automatically re-

quest service or damaged part replacement. The normal operator at the produc-

tion line is usually not aware of all the changes in a machine, then the sensors 

help to avoid halts of production lines.  

1.6.2 IoT job requirements 

The Big Data, data mining, text mining and advanced analytics are creating new 

demands for procurement professionals. There is a new need to analyze historical 

(scorecards and static reports) data, model anticipated scenarios and even pre-

dictions based on predictive analysis which consists of combination of external 

and historical data. For that is necessary to know statistical analysis, can recog-

nize patterns (data mining) and apply them on the data which is available. By 

doing so, the procurement will be able to get reliable data faster, decide faster and 

will have more time for its strategic function, such as vendor relationship man-

agement. (Khan, 2013) 

1.7 Emerging technologies in Supply Management 

CRM for procurement 

Supply managers can use this tool to better serve their internal customers. This 

can be done by planning and scheduling of projects, training and self-service of 

customers and measurements of customer satisfaction. This allows supply man-

agers to better connect with the people who induce the spend and they in return 

get exactly what they need from suppliers and the supply organization. (Monczka, 

et al., 2008, pg. 695) 

Guided buying 

Connects e-purchasing systems and ERP with “virtual catalogs, search engines 

and web agents with intention to guide employees to use preferred sources of 

supply and to preferred sourcing processes and personnel.” This technology will 

be like Google and will contain AI (artificial intelligence, so called cognitive com-

puting) so it will be able to learn from what people search for and become smarter 

over time. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 695) 

Advanced supply planning 

Links sales and operations plans to supply planning. It can translate demand of 

the whole supply chain, provide more data for risk analysis and tradeoff analysis 

like transportation or make vs. buy decisions. It is also able to identify impacts on 

revenue and profit of bottlenecks items. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 695) 

Win-win sourcing optimization 

Tools included in this module allow suppliers to create more win-win scenarios 

by matching their capabilities with capabilities of the buyer. It is based on infor-

mation sharing about market baskets of buyers with suppliers which allows them 

to manage demand, flexibly bid and optimize cost structures to the buyers. 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 695) 
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Design for supply 

This module extends the product life cycle management by analyzing and evalu-

ating early design and sourcing cycles. The evaluations allow reuse of the current 

designs and evaluation of new designs. It can access the costs of the design in the 

whole manufacturing process. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 695) 

Content-enabled analytics 

These analytic tools provide predictive analysis, e.g. supplier or market risk anal-

ysis, profitability planning and price of cost forecasting. It gathers the necessary 

data from internal supply processes and matches them with external data from 

the market and suppliers. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 696) 

Portfolio management 

This process tracks not physical portfolio, but SW portfolio and checks which SW 

packages and SW tools which an organization possesses are really in use, which 

are deprecated and if there is a need to acquire new tools. (Monczka, et al., 2008, 

pg. 696) 

Knowledge networking 

Is based on Internet collaboration tools which aim to capture and share 

knowledge of commodities and best practices in supply management between in-

ternal and external community of experts or even between buyers’ supply chain. 

(Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 696) 

Open systems 

This, usually open-source, tools allow technology providers to develop custom-

ized applications for buyers and supply managers which allow them to use the 

suites from independent software vendors (ISVs), which is usually SAP and Ora-

cle. This tools can have just one specific function, e.g. database of potential sup-

pliers with the filter of region or commodity code, or they can utilize the integra-

tion over the Internet to tackle one specific function of the ISVs. One such a sys-

tem can be open-source vendor Coupa (http://www.coupa.com), which provides 

cloud solutions for business spend. (Monczka, et al., 2008, pg. 696) 

1.8 B2B e-marketplaces  

This section finds out the possible value added which B2B Marketplaces provide. 

The section is divided into three. First one describes marketplaces typology as 

perceived in research. Second one goes deeper into the value added as it is re-

searched in the academic world. Third one summarizes the barriers which B2B 

marketplaces must face to succeed and customers deal with.  

Per Standing and Standing (2015, p. 2), the B2B e-marketplace relies on ICT – 

information communication technology and represents social structures which 

are to satisfy economic market concept. It allows the participants to execute 

transactions, communicate information on products and their prices. However, 

the recent studies also focus on value creation by use of social network and service 

dominant logic. The recent concepts will be described below. 

http://www.coupa.com)/
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1.8.1 e-Marketplaces Typology 

In mid-2000, McKinsey & Company in cooperation with CAPS Research did a 

review of B2B marketplace landscape from the perspective of the buying com-

pany. The researchers interviewed 50 executives of e-marketplaces and electron-

ically surveyed another 350 e-marketplaces. (CAPS, 2000; Hansen et al.,2001) 

That research helped to define the e-marketplace as follows (Malone et al., 1987; 

Bakos, 1997; Stockdale and Standing, 2002): 

• Neutral – does not represent a single buyer or supplier and the partici-

pants are independent. 

• Web-based – allows interaction of buyers and suppliers. 

• B2B – It must allow only B2B transactions, not B2C or C2C ones. 

• Buying and selling transactions for services and goods – it must 

allow transaction processing functionality. Therefore, avoiding the “of-

fline” version of marketplace, when a buyer uses just the e-marketplace 

directory to find the supplier. 

To understand the value of each type of a marketplace, the general purchasing 

process description will be helpful (Kenneth, Petersen, Ogden & Carter, 2007): 

Figure 10 - Standard procurement process 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Kenneth et. al., 2007 

1) Design and plan – detailed information sharing is needed in support of 

a service, product or process design and then sourcing. Therefore, online 

catalog which includes all the technical information – part numbers, draw-

ing, price, descriptions. 

2) Develop sourcing strategy – creation of appropriate sourcing strategy 

for the product. The aggregation of spend and its analysis is required at an 

appropriate level of detail. Support of reporting and strategy decision is 

also required at this stage. 

3) Identify relevant supply base – Identification and management of ap-

propriate group of suppliers. This can be done by the e-marketplace and 

the supplier can upload its own list of selected suppliers. 
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4) Establish the market – This is the e-marketplace capability of estab-

lishing the price of the inquired product and value-added services which 

are associated.  

a. Establish the product price – is based on the ability of the e-

market place to establish the price based on the buyer specific pric-

ing, current or historical prices. Enables the reverse auctions, e-RFx 

or e-sealed-bid systems. Allows multi-criteria decision making and 

provides financial hedging vehicles such as options and futures. 

b. Value added services – Is the ability to create a market for addi-

tional services such as logistics, finance, maintenance, training etc.  

5) Transact and execute – e-marketplace capability to execute electronic 

transactions between buyers and suppliers. Includes also the ability to 

communicate e-RFx between buyers and suppliers, conduction of e-re-

verse auction and its analysis. Then the final award and contract of se-

lected suppliers. 

Based on description above and common constellations in which e-market places 

operate and bring value added to their customers, marketplaces can be split into 

these types (Kenneth et al., 2007): 

1) Project and specification managers – Specialize in support of design 

and planning. They specialize in complex projects, such as optimization of 

transportation between the production lines among continents, creation 

of marketing materials for petrol companies and so on. Their value added 

is in cutting costs across most dimensions of the procurement process and 

especially their operating costs. They help to clarify what the customers 

really need to buy and provide them with collaboration tools. However, 

they do not help to reduce the final price of the product. 

Figure 11 - Project and specification managers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Kenneth et. al., 2007 
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2) Supply consolidators – help to identify the relevant supply base for 

a customer and then execute the procurement transaction. These e-mar-

ketplaces offer an access to suppliers which are many and it would be dif-

ficult for buyers to find them or it would be ineffective. They provide tools 

to identify and sometimes even qualify potential suppliers. The e-market-

places leaders allow buyers to use multicriterial filters and provide de-

tailed product information about the products. These e-marketplace pro-

viders have low impact on customer revenues.  

Figure 12 - Supply consolidators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Kenneth et. al., 2007 

 

3) Liquidity creators – create liquid and dynamic markets for commodi-

ties between many sellers and buyers. They even provide market for prod-

ucts which were nonstandard or low volume. They provide steadier de-

mand and supply of products, so all sides benefit. It can be spot markets 

for truck capacity or electronic components. They are distractors of expen-

sive broker networks. They reduce price by providing real-time transpar-

ency in the market. They provide tools for finding hard to find parts and 

therefore can increase fix times and then save lost revenue. 

Figure 13 - Liquidity creators 
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Source: Kenneth et. al., 2007 
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4) Aggregators – combine power of more buyers, by combining the pur-

chased volume, to achieve lower prices from suppliers. Aggregators do not 

help to determine, or plan what to buy and do not provide operating costs cost 

cutting tools. They have little impact on buyer’s revenue.  

Figure 14 - Aggregators 
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Source: Kenneth et. al., 2007 

 

5) Transaction facilitators – improve the PO efficiency by automation of 

back-end management of finance systems, usually receivables and paya-

bles. They are focused on reduction of paper-based transactions. When ad-

justed to an industry, they can be invaluable.  

Figure 15 – Transaction facilitators 
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Source: Kenneth et. al., 2007 
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Buyers always must consider if the transaction costs are their problem or if design 

should be changed. Depending on evaluation of the two facts they can choose for 

a short-term solution and use just transaction facilitators or for long-term solu-

tion, which does not have to pay off as soon as expected, but has much more value 

added and cost savings in future. 

1.8.3 e-Marketplace Service Dominant Logic 

Service dominant logic (SDL) presents a social practice view of value creation 

where “value is co-created through use of the network rather than from the 

goods that move through the network” (Vargo and Lusch, 2008) 

In the SDL resources are objects which when shared can co-create value instead 

of being used as a competitive advantage. It is a marketing concept which is based 

on service as a basis of all transactions in an organization. The service involves 

helping another party with a task or enabling another party to do a task more 

efficiently. Service means sharing company’s resources so the other party can 

benefit from it. (Vargo and Lusch, 2008) Value can be created for example by 

suppliers’ sharing their network so their customers can extend their market. 

(Grönroos, 2001) 

The most value from e-marketplaces does not come just from effective transac-

tions, increased transparency or payments in time, but from exchange of 

knowledge and information that causes the major product and service innova-

tions and process improvements. (Standing and Standing, 2015)  

1.8.4 Success factors 

Based on the previous researches and development of e-markets, it is obvious 

that they must continuously modify and improve their business models to adjust 

to changes in their environment. (Johnson, 2013) 

Following success factors are a result of 54 depth-in interviews, conducted by 

Johnson (2013), with senior executives in healthcare, defense, higher education 

and local government sectors industries. The core success factors are follows: 

1) A critical mass of actively trading participants – is important be-

cause of the fees they charge and cashflow they generate which is necessary 

for an e-market long-term evolution and survival. 

2) Deeply integrating buyers and suppliers – means deep integration 

of ERP systems of numerous buyers and suppliers. 

3) e-market value proposition – each marketplace must offer high value 

in its own industry, otherwise it cannot compete. But it can co-exist with 

another marketplace by focusing on different niches of the supply chain. 

4) Participation of industry leaders – is important for gaining credibil-

ity and marketplace acceptance via association with the brand. 
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5) Industry knowledge within the e-market domain – comprehensive 

knowledge of industry is vital for a marketplace to succeed. This is the rea-

son why many independent e-marketplaces are created. 

6) Revenue model – is an important factor because it determines e-mar-

ket’s success based on the value proposition compared to other competi-

tors and other possible ways of coordination. 

7) Branding and reputation of e-markets – is important for establish-

ment within an industry and helps to gain credibility. Well established 

name in a different industry can be an obstacle when changing the busi-

ness focus on a different industry.  

8) Rich content – means providing buyers with information from sellers 

which makes the purchasing of their products easier. 
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2 Research 

This section consists of two parts. First section is, procurement automation sur-

vey, which was conducted from 21.2. to 19.4.2017. Because the procurement au-

tomation software requires supplier databases, the second section consisting of 

review of current marketplaces follows. The marketplaces are evaluated based on 

typologies and value added frameworks stated in the theoretical part of the thesis. 

2.1 Methodology 

Based on the literature review, it has been decided to conduct a procurement au-

tomation survey, which aimed to find out the level of automation in developed 

and developing countries. The variables of software used, depending on the coun-

try development status and industry, were: spend management, sourcing pro-

cesses, contract management, accounts payable. The related information about 

the software and company development status, which was also collected, was in-

formation sharing. To get an overview of the e-sourcing models used, another 

variable was set. Independent variables were, number of employees, country of 

origin, subsidiaries sourced for and countries sourced from. These two last vari-

ables proved as useless in the evaluation. The list of all survey questions is in the 

Attachment – The Procurement Automation Survey. 

The evaluation of hypothesis was designed to be done by Mann-Whitney U test. 

Then correlation analysis via Spearman’s correlation coefficient helped to further 

analyze the data. All methods were chosen because of not normally distributed 

data from the survey. 

2.2 Data collected 

Respondents of the survey are very busy procurement managers, who have 

knowledge about the systems the company uses, information it shares and e-

sourcing models. They also know about the prepared projects and strategy of the 

company. The research was conducted in English only, so pre-selection of re-

spondents was present. Thus, it can be stated that the data collection was very 

difficult. 

The data collection started in October 2016 via personally contacting 69 procure-

ment associations worldwide. Although 5 of them agreed on helping and distri-

bution of data in their newsletters, the effort proved to be just a waste of time, 

because of just 16 answers received. Therefore, after a break, the data collection 

started on 21. 2. 2017 and continued until 19. 4. 2017 on LinkedIn via Google 

Forms. The strategy was to publish articles related to the thesis topic to start 

a discussion, so the posts in the groups stayed visible, and to provide a link to 

answer the questionnaire. Because the survey topic and questions were specific, 

many people did not answer. However, after running 3 rounds of similar articles 

and indirectly contacting 3 x 843 455 members of procurement groups a set of 

174 answers was collected, including the 16 answers from the unsuccessful round 
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in 2016. That gave a response rate of 0,0069 %. Which cannot be represented as 

bad, because the respondents were not contacted directly, but via LinkedIn 

groups, which are hard to find in the new LinkedIn design and not every group 

member is active in the groups. Moreover, the questions are very specific and 

usually Chief Procurement Officers can answer them. However, just one article 

called “Will SAP Ariba Replace Us All?” got a lot of attention in 3 groups and in 

one week collected 130 answers. 

2.2.1   Results optimization  

Because the data collected from the groups were very various, including coun-

tries, number of employees, industries, software used, information shared, etc. 

a data simplification was needed. Therefore, following steps were conducted.  

Countries categories (status) 

Because there were many countries from random regions a merging criterion was 

needed. The criterion chosen was status of a country; developing (0) or developed 

(1). The sorting was conducted based on United Nations classification of coun-

tries. (UN, 2014) 

Industries groups 

A simplification of industries for further evaluation was also needed. Therefore, 

it was decided to group similar industries. In the case of Banking & Pharma, the 

assumption of comparable capital requirements was used. The final list was: 

• Production - FMCG, Construction, Manufacturing, Beauty & Cosmetics, 

Agriculture, Fashion, Retail, Apparel & Accessories 

• Energies & Technologies - Biotechnologies, Energy, IT, Auto, Utilities, 

Electronics 

• Services - Telecommunications, Public Administration, Consulting, In-

surance, Air Transportation, Education, Real Estate) 

• Banking & Pharma – Banking, Medical devices, Health, Chemical 

Standardization of SW values 

For the evaluation, the values 0 (0 – I do not know it) and 1 (1 - We do not plan 

to automate it), in SW analysis were merged into one (equaling 1) to get more 

normally distributed view. To do not know something and not to think about im-

plementing it, means no SW solution anyway.  

To be able to analyze data regarding the SW, the software functions were merged 

into the following groups by summarizing the sub-categories: 

• Spend Management 

o Aggregated spend by commodity, supplier & category 

o Current contract costs control 

o Total Cost Reporting 

o Spend predictions – product price, life cycle and its stage 
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• Sourcing Processes 

o RFI, RFP, RFQ 

o Vendor pre-selection 

o Electronic Auctions 

o Purchase Orders 

• Contract management 

o Contract build and clause control 

o Contract approval routing (workflow) 

o Compliance check – terms, prices 

o Contract deadline alerts 

• Accounts payable 

o e-Invoicing 

o e-Payment 

o Duplicate Payment Warning 

o Fraud Detection 

Standardization of company sizes 

A necessary step forward data evaluation simplification was to merge wrongly 

chosen categories of number of employees. Because in EU, the size of an SME is 

up to 250 employees and over it is an enterprise, the employee groups were 

merged.  (MMR, 2009) Hence, there were just 28 SMEs and 147 MNE. Because 

the sample of SMEs would be too small to conclude anything, it was decided to 

analyze only the results of enterprises. 

Standardization of number of countries sourced for 

Because the “countries sourced from” variable had too many options and data 

was not normally distributed, the options were limited from 5 to 3. For more de-

tails see Table 3 - Legend of the research data. 

2.2.2 Legend of the data 

The data was not normally distributed, and even after trying everything possible 

except logarithmization of data, they stayed not normally distributed. The follow-

ing table describes the categories of data which were analyzed. SW category was 

merged into categories and therefore is a sum of Likert’s scale data in a category, 

which then simplifies the evaluation. The numbers are starting at number 4 and 

ending at maximum possible number 12 for a SW category. 
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Table 3 - Legend of the research data 

# Coun-
try 

Status 

Comp. 
size 

Indus-
try 

Subsidi-
aries 

sourced 
for 

Coun-
tries 

sourced 
from 

SW e-Sourc-
ing 

Inf. 
sharing 

0 Devel-
oping 

    0 - Just 
for your 
company 

    Other None. 

1 Devel-
oped 

1-250 Energies 
& Tech-
nologies 

1 - 3 1 - Home 
country 

We 
don't 
plan/I 
don't 
know 

Buy-side 
systems 

Forecasts 

2   251 
and 
more 

Services 4 and 
more 

2 - 15 We 
are 
work-
ing on 
it 

Sell-side 
systems 

Deliveries 
opt. 

3     Produc-
tion 

  16 and 
more 

Yes - 
We 
use it 

3rd-party 
mrktplcs. 

Inventory 
mng. 

4     Banking 
& 
Pharma 

      Comb.. Labor 
sch. 

5               Forecast 
+ Comb. 

6               Inventory 
+ comb. 

7               All 

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 

2.2.3 Analysis 

Based on the data prepared, a statistical analysis in JASP software, was con-

ducted. Hypothesis was tested by Mann-Whitney U test, which is for not normally 

distributed data. Then based on correlations measured by Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient were chosen the steps for further data interpretation. The steps con-

sisted of comparison of country development status, filtered by industry and then 

SW variables were represented. In developing countries, the Banking & Pharma 

industry was skipped, because it had just 3 respondents. 

2.2.4 Research limitations 

The research limitations are: self-selection of respondents, because of the data 

collection on LinkedIn groups; and the most limiting thing of the research is lack 

of respondents. Hence, the conclusions in this study cannot be generalized. 
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2.3 Descriptive statistics of the survey 

Because for hypothesis testing, the reader needs to know the normality of the 

samples, here is the overview of variables used to support alternative (research) 

hypothesis H1, that developing countries use more advanced procurement SW 

than developed ones. 

Table 4 - Descriptive Statistics of SW Variables 

   
Spend Manage-

ment  

Sourcing Pro-

cesses  

Contract man-

agement  

Accounts pay-

able  

Valid   146   146   146   146   

Missing   0   0   0   0   

Median   9.000   10.00   9.000   8.000   

Std. Deviation   2.311   2.144   2.390   2.381   

Skewness   -0.5429   -0.7131   -0.3440   -0.2235   

Std. Error of 

Skewness  
 0.2007   0.2007   0.2007   0.2007   

Range   8.000   8.000   8.000   8.000   

 Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 

 

As a reader, can see, the skewness of all data is negative, as the distribution 
plots show below. Legend allowing to decode the numbers is follows: 

Figure 16 - Distribution plots of SW variables 

 
Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 
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To support this argument of non-normality of data Shapiro-Wilk test was con-
ducted: 

Table 5 - Test of Normality (Shapiro-Wilk) 

      W  p  

Spend Management   Developing   0.876   < .001   

    Developed   0.928   < .001   

Sourcing Processes   Developing   0.844   < .001   

    Developed   0.931   < .001   

Contract management   Developing   0.875   < .001   

    Developed   0.949   < .001   

Accounts payable   Developing   0.929   0.005   

    Developed   0.936   < .001   

Note.  Significant results suggest a deviation from normality.  

 Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 

 
Because the data is not normal and the variances are not equal, the Mann-Whit-
ney U test was chosen to test the hypothesis. The results are below. 
 

Figure 17 - Mann-Whitney U Test of Software Variables 

   W  p  

Spend Management   2814   0.042   

Sourcing Processes   2921   0.015   

Contract management   2898   0.019   

Accounts payable   2428   0.454   

Note.  Mann-Whitney U Test.  

Note.  For all tests, the alternative hypothesis specifies that group Developing countries 

is greater than group Developed countries  

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 

2.3.1 Hypothesis verification 

From the descriptive statistics and then from the independent samples Mann-

Whitney U Test based on grouping variable - country status, which was Develop-

ing and Developed countries, can be stated that the research failed to reject the 

null hypothesis (set in the SW), because the p-value is higher than the set limit of 

0,05. Thus, the alternative (research) hypothesis of “Developing countries auto-

mating more than Developed countries” cannot be accepted. 

Therefore, it can be said, considering the limitations, that the developed countries 

automate procurement more than developing countries, at least in the results ob-

tained by the survey. 
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2.3.2 Descriptive statistics of variables 

For better data understanding, it is important to show what are the data conclu-

sions based on. The data is obviously not normally distributed, therefore only 

Spearman’s correlation coefficient and Mann-Whitney U test can be used. How-

ever, on the values shown below it would not make sense. 

Table 6 - Descriptive statistics of variables 

   Status  
Indus-

try  
Subsidiaries 
sources for  

Countries 
sourced from  

e-Sourcing 
models  

Information 
sharing  

Valid   146   146   146   146   146   146   

Missing   0   0   0   0   0   0   

Mean   0.6575   2.384   1.349   2.116   1.932   2.767   

Std. Devia-
tion  

 0.4762   0.9703   0.8436   0.7288   1.290   2.287   

Skewness   -
0.6709  

 -
0.05611  

 -0.7380   -0.1831   0.07045   0.3928   

Std. Error of 
Skewness  

 0.2007   0.2007   0.2007   0.2007   0.2007   0.2007   

Range   1.000   3.000   2.000   2.000   4.000   7.000   

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 

Figure 18 - Distribution Plots of Frequencies 
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Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 
 
 
As the reader, can see, the data is not normally distributed and most of the 
skewness values are negative. Moreover, the Industry, Status, Countries sourced 
from and Subsidiaries sourced for were indented to be filters for the results 
evaluation. So, the further statistical testing would be irrelevant. 
 

2.4 Correlation of Results 

Based on Table 7 - Spearman Correlations of Survey Results, there are some me-

dium-strength correlations, which p-value does reject the negative correlation 

hypothesis => factors are probably positively correlated: 

1. Industry – Sourcing processes 

2. Subsidiaries sourced for – countries sourced from 

3. Subsidiaries sourced for – contract management 

4. Spend management – sourcing processes 

5. Spend management – contract management 

6. Spend management – Accounts payable 

7. Spend management – Information sharing 

8. Sourcing processes – Contract management 

9. Contract management – Accounts payable 

10. E-Sourcing models – Information sharing 

These correlations are used for further data description. However, the correlation 

between “Subsidiaries sourced for” and “Countries sources from” is skipped, be-

cause is it obviously dependent on the size of the company. The size of all compa-

nies in the survey is more than 500 employees. 
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Table 7 - Spearman Correlations of Survey Results 

      
Sta-
tus  

Indus-
try  

Subsidiaries 
sources for  

Countries 
sourced from  

Spend Man-
agement  

Sourcing 
Processes  

Contract man-
agement  

Accounts 
payable  

e-Sourcing 
models  

Information 
sharing  

Status   
Spearman's 
rho  

 —   -0.092   0.118   0.023   -0.143   -0.181   -0.172   -0.010   0.060   -0.165   

p-value   —   0.865   0.078   0.394   0.958   0.986   0.981   0.546   0.236   0.977   

Industry   
Spearman's 
rho  

     —   -0.063   -0.001   0.059   0.217  **  0.179  *  0.095   -0.008   0.001   

p-value       —   0.776   0.505   0.238   0.004   0.015   0.128   0.538   0.493   

Subsidiaries 
sources for  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

         —   0.255  ***  0.103   0.174  *  0.211  **  0.076   0.056   0.027   

p-value           —   < .001   0.108   0.018   0.005   0.182   0.252   0.375   

Countries 
sourced from  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

             —   0.154  *  0.156  *  0.010   0.182  *  0.100   0.105   

p-value               —   0.032   0.030   0.450   0.014   0.115   0.104   

Spend Man-
agement  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

                 —   0.384  ***  0.403  ***  0.296  ***  -0.014   0.354  ***  

p-value                   —   < .001   < .001   < .001   0.568   < .001   

Sourcing Pro-
cesses  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

                     —   0.362  ***  0.179  *  -0.061   0.138  *  

p-value                       —   < .001   0.015   0.766   0.048   

Contract man-
agement  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

                         —   0.295  ***  0.074   0.157  *  

p-value                           —   < .001   0.189   0.030   

Accounts pay-
able  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

                             —   0.014   0.171  *  

p-value                               —   0.434   0.020   

e-Sourcing 
models  

 
Spearman's 
rho  

                                 —   0.253  **  

p-value                                   —   0.001   

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001, one-tailed, Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by JASP 
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2.5 Developing Countries 

Although it was intended to describe situation of SW and then of e-Sourcing mod-

els + Information sharing in each industry, it was found out, that in the data col-

lected are just 3 samples from banking sector, therefore nothing can be concluded 

about this industry. However, Production is the most prevalent industry, followed 

by Services and Energies + Technologies. These industries are described below. 

Table 8 - SW in Developing Countries 

 

Spend  
Management 

Sourcing 
Processes 

Contract 
management 

Accounts 
payables 

Banking & Pharma 34 32 32 32 

Energies & Technologies 62 69 61 55 

Production 248 269 244 219 

Services 136 128 127 124 

Grand Total 480 498 464 430 

 Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 

Figure 19 - SW in Developing Countries 

 
Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 
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There is not a big difference between Energies and Technologies, and Production 

in the SW used. The only exception is Services which is more focused on Spend 

management than on the other areas. This is a surprising fact, because services 

in general are harder to measure than production. Services are generally depend-

ent on production, so the influencing factor can be the need to have predictions 

of markets and production, so the spend predictions must be more precise as well. 

2.5.1 e-Sourcing models and Information Sharing 

e-Sourcing models are important part of an enterprise e-commerce. The results 

of e-sourcing models are almost balanced, but there is a difference between in-

dustries. As one can see, Sell-side systems – which are normal e-shops are prev-

alent in Energies & Technologies, Third-party marketplaces are used the most in 

Production and Buy-side systems – webpage of one supplier are used the most in 

Services. Sell-side systems and Third-party marketplaces make sense in the in-

dustries they are prevalent at, but why Buy-side systems are used in Services 

would need more data to conclude. 

Table 9 - Developing countries - e-Sourcing models 

    

 

Buy-side 
systems 

Sell-
side 
systems 

Third-party 
market-
places 

Combina-
tion Other 

Banking & Pharma 1 1   1 

Energies & Technologies  4  1 2 

Production 4 7 9 1 5 

Services 6 1 1 4 2 

Grand Total 11 13 10 6 10 

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 
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Figure 20 - Developing countries - e-Sourcing Models 

 

 
 
Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 
 
 

Information sharing is part of functioning supply chain which is trying to elimi-

nate bottle necks and increase the flow of capital to generate as much revenue as 

possible. What can be seen is that some companies are that closed to others, so 

they do not share anything. The most shared information, which is more strate-

gic, because it affects expectations of the supply chain is Forecasts and Forecast 

in combination with other information. In production were the most instances 

sharing the whole package of information possible. Services were the second ones 

with the most transparent information sharing. Maybe because they depend on 

production and therefore need the information, so they share their own. 

Table 10 - Developing countries - Information sharing 

      

  
Deliveries 
opt. Forecasts 

Inventory 
mng. 

Labor 
sch. 

Fore-
cast & 
comb. 

Inven-
tory + 
comb. All None 

Banking & 
Ph.  1    1  1 

En. & Tech.  1    3 1 2 

Production 4 8 2 2 4 1 4 1 

Services 2 4 1  3 2 1 1 

Grand Total 6 14 3 2 7 7 6 5 

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 
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Figure 21 - Developing countries - Information sharing 

 

 
 
Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 

 

2.6 Developed countries 

Situation in developed countries is slightly different. The focus is mainly on the 

spend management, but less on the contract management compared to the devel-

oping countries. Sourcing processes were the strongest in Banking & Pharma in-

dustry, which makes sense, because both industries need high quality products 

or services and high security. Therefore, specific RFx and even electronic auctions 

make sense, because these are heavy capital industries, which are jeopardized by 

IT and new services. 

However, Energies & Technologies were the ones most focused on Spend man-

agement and less on Contract management, which does not make much sense.  

Production focuses most on the Sourcing and the least on Account payables. That 

gives the impression that they do not care about when they pay. This would need 

more data and information from their customers to conclude. 

Table 11 - SW in Developed Countries 

     

 

Spend  
Management 

Sourcing 
Processes 

Contract 
management 

Accounts 
payables 

Banking & Pharma 131 148 130 131 

Energies & Technologies 241 233 217 228 

Production 267 270 258 246 

Services 223 238 214 213 

Grand Total 862 889 819 818 

 Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 
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Figure 22 - SW in Developed Countries 

 

 

 

 Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 
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Services are also focused on the sourcing processes the most. The Grand Total 

shows that the Developed countries are mostly focused on the sourcing processes, 

which can be caused by expensive labor and production in these countries. The 

less stress on contract management is explainable by price sensitivity of devel-

oped countries on the prices in developing countries and no need to have long 

term contracts, because they know that many companies bankrupt anyway.  

2.6.1 e-Sourcing models and Information sharing 

Table 12 - Developed countries - e-Sourcing models 

  
Buy-side 
systems 

Sell-side 
systems 

Third-party 
market-
places Combination Other 

Banking & Pharma 3 6 2 1 2 

Energies & Technologies 5 10 1 5 6 

Production 8 7 10 2 3 

Services 2 9 2 8 4 

Grand Total 18 32 15 16 15 

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 

 

The situation of e-Sourcing models is almost the same as in Developing countries. 

The only exception is the high usage of Sell-side systems which are a prevalent 

model in developed countries. The highest usage of this model is at Energies & 

Technologies sector. Surprisingly high is the usage of Third-party marketplaces 

by Production, which is a good sign for B2B Marketplaces described below. 

Table 13 - Developing countries - Information sharing 

      

  
Deliver-
ies opt. 

Fore-
casts 

Inven-
tory 
mng. 

La-
bor 
sch. 

Forecast 
& comb. 

Inven-
tory + 
comb. All None 

Banking & 
Ph.  4   3 2 1 4 

En. & Tech. 1 10 2 2 6 3  3 

Production 1 15 1 1 10 1  1 

Services 2 8 2  4 2  7 

Grand Total 4 37 5 3 23 8 1 15 

Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel 

Information sharing shows the same pattern as in developing countries. Energies 

& Tech. and Production share forecasts or forecasts + combination of infor-

mation. However, Services have higher ratio of no-sharing of information than in 

the case of Developing countries. 
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Figure 23 - Developed countries - e-Sourcing models 

 

 
Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel  
 
 

Figure 24 - Developing countries - Information sharing 

 
Source: Procurement Automation Survey, 21.2.-19.4.2017, processed by MS Excel  
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2.7 e-Marketplaces Review 

Following is the list of e-marketplaces which are easily available to every buyer 

and supplier. Each marketplace is briefly evaluated based on 8 success factors 

described above. The whole evaluation Table 14 - Marketplaces comparison ta-

ble follows the review. 

Indiamart.com 

Is a B2B marketplace founded in 1996 in India. It serves worldwide area of cus-

tomers. It provides a directory of suppliers for the buyers. It allows electronic 

transactions even via electronic app. It is not specialized in any industry and it 

offers 51 categories of goods and services, including shipping services. (Indi-

aMART, 2017) 

Considering the success factors mentioned above. Indiamart has well established 

supplier base, branding/reputation in India and comprehensive knowledge of In-

dia market. However, it does not offer integration of SW with ERP systems, there-

fore it works just as a directory. Considering the e-marketplace typology, it is li-

quidity creator, because it provides just a directory of suppliers for buyers. 

TradeIndia.com 

Similarly, to Indiamart.com, it was founded in 1996, but the brand itself has been 

publishing Exporters Yellow Pages since 1990. It serves as a B2B directory of 

products/suppliers in 3000+ categories. It also helps suppliers to participate in 

ongoing tenders by tender warning systems. (TradeIndia, 2017) 

Per the success factors mentioned above. TradeIndia has 3 861 182 registered us-

ers (16th April 2017), therefore it has a big supplier and buyer base. It is rich in 

content and contains detailed specification of products. It is a competitor of In-

diamart, but it offers the register of ongoing tenders (tenders.tradeindia.com), so 

it has more value added for the end customers. The typology is Supply consolida-

tor and Liquidity creator. 

go4WorldBusiness.com 

Previously called IndiaTradeZone.com, nowadays go4WorldBusiness.com. Since 

1997, they are focusing on 6 main industries and helping to merge Buy Leads from 

the whole world, mainly from Asia. However, the webpage is not very transparent 

and not much information can be found. (go4WorldBusiness, 2017) 

One of the success factors is the participation of industry leaders, which helps to 

build credibility. Revenue model is based on free and premium membership, 

which consists of higher visibility, rank in search results, possibility to display 

products worldwide and contact unlimited buyers. The typology is Aggregator. 

TEDFO.com 

Is a B2B marketplace, founded in 2015, focused on the market of Bangladesh. It 

has 14 categories and offers not just a directory of products, but also possibility 

to send RFQ. It also provides insurance of trades, sourcing hotline and direct ac-
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cess to suppliers. It provides export assistance and enquiry manager for suppli-

ers. In general, it offers travel assistance, secure payment service and logistics 

services like sending samples, supplier verification, booking of ships and office in 

Bangladesh. (TEDFO, 2017) 

This e-marketplace obviously follows the service dominant logic, which helps 

them to gain trust even though it is a new company. It does not have rich content, 

nor high quality pictures, so the buyers can be reluctant on buying the goods from 

there. Nor they have industry leaders on their webpage. It is based in Bangladesh, 

so it is focused on small producers in that area. Typology is product design and 

liquidity creator. 

B2BBrazil.com 

Has been established in 2010 and claims to know the Brazilian market. It is a 

partner with major public and private institutions in Brazil. Their supplier base 

consists of small and medium enterprises and help them sell products worldwide. 

Their directory allows to search products or suppliers and even allow to send 

RFQ. The webpage is in 4 languages. (B2BBrazil, 2017) 

Their revenue model provides premium membership; however, the advantages 

are not listed. They provide also SDL services like translation, deal assistance, 

trade shows, verification and inspection, market analysis, customs & logistics and 

local representation. They are rich in content, but also hard to navigate. There is 

no way of possible integration of ERP system, not even punch-out catalogue. Ty-

pologically, it is liquidity creator. 

Globalsources.com 

Is a B2B media company, e-market and education supporter which has been es-

tablished in 1970 in Hong Kong. The company facilitates business with Greater 

China. It has partnerships with Bureau Veritas, Experian, D&B or TUV SUD. This 

positions it higher than other e-marketplaces, because of the extended network 

and value added via extra services. The partnership with D&B allows Glob-

alsources to obtain information about global businesses. Nowadays they have 

very established supply base and buyer base. They also participate on trade 

shows. (Globalsources, 2017) 

Per the success factors, they have very well established supply and buyer base, 

reputation, industry knowledge, industry leaders, rich and complex content. They 

also provide mobile app, but they do not allow companies to connect their ERPs 

to their system. There is still some space for improvement. In terms of typology, 

they are planners (RFQ), supply consolidators, transaction facilitators and liquid-

ity creators. 

Alibaba.com 

This company was founded in 1999 and provides B2C, C2C and B2B services. The 

company connects buyers who are in more than 190 countries and allows them 

to do secure payments over their portal. They provide trade services like e-Credit 

Line, verification of suppliers and inspection services. For buyers, they offer RFQ 
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and even contact to Purchasing Agents. Part of the Alibaba Group is also well 

known AliExpress. (Alibaba Group, 2017) 

The core success factors are follows partners who are known worldwide like DHL, 

FedEx, UPS, VISA etc. The buyers and suppliers base is broad and worldwide. 

Knowledge of Chinese market is detailed. Typologically they work as supply con-

solidators and transaction facilitators. 

ECPlaza.net 

Was founded in 1996 and has over 1 000 000 members. They do not do just B2B 

e-marketplace, EDI services and trade consulting, but offer also trade related ser-

vices for SMEs. They do not just list items, but offer marketing services necessary 

for international trade. This is done by industry and regional experts, catalogue 

design and homepage design. The company proposes that many solutions which 

are required for global business will be automated and that is what the company 

focuses on. (EC Plaza, 2017)  

The e-marketplace has established community of buyers and offers partnerships 

in form of global franchises worldwide. However, the only well-known company 

which is partnering with EC Plaza is DHL Korea. Then there are many Korean 

associations and companies. The company does not run SDL, or any form of so-

cial/value adding network. The typology is a liquidity creator. 

ECVV.com 

Is a Chinese B2B marketplace, founded in 2003, the ECVV is one of the biggest 

trading platforms in the world. It has 1 500 000 buyers from 220 countries and 

regions. In total, there are 2 500 000 registered users. It allows users to search 

or send RFQ, RFI. They support exports to USA, Pakistan, Brazil, Australia, Ger-

many and other countries in the world. (ECVV, 2017)  

There exists an established community of buyers and suppliers, trade support 

and support of safe payments, samples and refund. However, there cannot be 

found any international partners giving more credibility to the marketplace. The 

revenue model is also not known. Typologically the marketplace serves as a li-

quidity creator. 

Ariba Discovery 

It is a network of suppliers and buyers which can be used either online via web 

browser or via SAP Ariba software. It is then integrated to the SAP ERP, or just 

Ariba and buyers can choose who to source from or also send RFx. It contains 

1 500 000 suppliers and via paid version almost 2 000 000 suppliers. The sup-

pliers are rated and sorted based on categories and most importantly ship-to or 

service locations. Then there is possibility to use filters like annual revenue or 

certification. The subscription fees are based on a location of the buyer and are 

negotiable. (Ariba, Inc., 2017)  

The success factors are many. As the only e-marketplace described, the Ariba has 

integration with procurement software Ariba, therefore with ERP system of 
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a company. It has very well established supplier base, complex and not transpar-

ent revenue model. Industry leaders like Concur, are partners of the company. 

The Ariba Discovery when used with Ariba SW fits into many typologies; project 

specification, liquidity creators, aggregators, transaction facilitators, supply con-

solidators. This e-marketplace in combination with the SW is unique among the 

others.  

Amazon Business 

It is a system, which is not exactly a marketplace like the ones mentioned above. 

It works as a catalog for businesses, allowing them to upload their suppliers, their 

prices and then integrate with their system via cXML. It works as a punch-out 

catalog which connects businesses with Amazon suppliers and products catalog. 

However, there is no way of requesting RFx, but it supports workflow approvals, 

purchasing analytics, corporate purchasing cards, tax-exempt purchasing and 

Amazon Prime. Amazon Business is now oriented just on Education, Healthcare 

and Government. (Amazon, 2017) 

Amazon has established supplier base (especially in the US), integration with pro-

curement software, which then allows to manage spending and even tax-exempt 

purchasing support. Based on the typology, they are liquidity creators, transac-

tion facilitators, supply consolidators. This solution is simple and according to 

the video manual should work flawlessly.  

eBay Business Supply 

Is a new level of B2B offering by eBay.com, Inc. It has partnered with SAP Ariba 

and their solution SAP Ariba Spot Buy to access a catalog of Facilities & MRO, 

Electrical & Test, Technology, Office Suppliers etc. The system allows buyers to 

compare their prices negotiated with their suppliers with eBay prices which they 

claim to be usually lower. They launched eBay wholesale deals which connects 

wholesalers and resellers. (eBay.com, 2017) 

Similarly, to Amazon.com, eBay.com has also established supplier base and is 

able to connect with SAP Ariba solution. However, the webpage does not mention 

punch-out catalog function, spend management or workflow approval process. 

Therefore, it works just as a catalog with many low-quality pictures of products. 

The typology is liquidity creator and supply consolidator. 

B2B Marketplaces Database 

More marketplaces, like most of the ones mentioned above, can be found on this 

B2B Marketplace Directory: http://www.tradeb2b.net 

http://www.tradeb2b.net/
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Table 14 - Marketplaces comparison table 

 Marketplaces Typology Value Added 

Marketplace 

Project 

and speci-

fication 

managers 

Supply 

consoli-

dators 

Liquid-

ity crea-

tors 

Aggre-

gators 

Transac-

tion fa-

cilitators 

A crit-

ical 

mass 

Inte-

gration 

with 

ERP 

Value in 

the in-

dustry 

Indus-

try 

leaders 

Industry 

knowledge 

Reve-

nue 

model 

Brand-

ing 

Rich 

con-

tent 

SDL 

Indiamart 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 x 1 0 

TradeIndia 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

goWorldBusiness 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

TEDFO 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

B2BBrazil 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Globalsources 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Alibaba 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ECPlaza 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

ECVV 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Ariba Discovery 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

Amazon Business 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

eBay Business Supply 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Source: Marketplaces mentioned above are evaluated based on literature review, 2017-04-29, Notes: 1 = found, in line with literature review, 0 = Does not provide, not found 
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2.8 Procurement SW 

Although it was intended to do a comparison of procurement software solutions, 

it was found out that very similar solutions exist. Their details and functionalities, 

which are usually patented, would not fit into the range of this thesis. Therefore, 

just a short list of strategic procurement software solutions will be provided. The 

list of operational procurement solutions would be very long and pointless, be-

cause each software focuses on something else. The most cited strategic procure-

ment software is follows:  

• BravoSolution 

• Buyerquest 

• Coupa 

• IBM Emptoris – uses IBM Watson, cooperates with Coupa 

• Ivalua 

• GEP SMART 

• Jaggaer 

• Proactis 

• Rosslyn Data Technologies – Procurement Solutions 

• SAP Ariba 

• Taulia 

• Tradeshift 

• WAX Digital 

• Zycus 

 

SAP Ariba 

Because SAP Ariba is one of the most present strategic procurement SW in Czech 

Republic and SAP Ariba Live event will take place in Prague in June 2017, it is 

shortly described below. 

SAP Ariba has a comprehensive solution integrating their Ariba Discovery net-

work of suppliers and buyers to their cloud-based solution. For data analysis, it 

uses SAP Hana. It is integrated with Concur, which helps to manage travel ex-

penses and book flights. (Ariba, 2017) It is also integrating OSINT – Open Source 

Intelligence solutions from Deloitte which allow buyers to analyze insolvency 

risks of suppliers by scanning publicly available information. SAP Ariba is also 

developing integration with Blockchain applications to allow secure electronic 

contracts and transactions via Bitcoin, Ethereum or any other crypto-currency 

and smart-contract solution. By integrating Ethereum into Ariba and connecting 

it with an ERP, SAP Ariba is becoming a market leader in procurement automa-

tion. Ariba also allows to conduct all operations via their iOS and Android appli-

cations. (SAP Ariba Roadshow, 2017) 
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3 Discussion 

To conclude anything just from 146 respondents from a worldwide research is 

close to impossible. However, the research topic turned out to be a hot topic even 

at Harvard University (HU, 2017), which is now conducting a research called “V. 

Global Procurement & SCM Study conducted by Prof. Gardner from Harvard 

University and VALUENEER”. Surprisingly they, as a HU, are aiming at collect-

ing 1000 responses. The research is also worldwide and the link was found on 

LinkedIn by Prof. Cristiane Biazzin, Ph.D. who has shared it. Compared to that 

research, this Procurement Automation master’s thesis seems to be also success-

ful, because it did not have a brand and funds which HU has. 

What I found surprising about the facts discovered by the survey, was the low 

focus on Account Payables and Contract management. It has been 9 years since 

there was the big financial crisis and there is not enough focus on contract man-

agement which should help companies stabilize the relationships with their sup-

pliers. Account payables in combination with the blockchain technology and de-

centralized ledger in the form of Ethereum, or any other service providing smart 

contracts, is the way enterprises are developing nowadays. SAP Ariba is investing 

a lot of resources into implementation of these standards, consulting companies 

like Camelot Consulting are hiring blockchain specialists and therefore there is 

a big chance of seeing a change in B2B transactions. At blockchain forums can be 

seen predictions of this year as of a year of change. We will see how legislation of 

all countries will deal with it. It would be very interesting to run the survey in one 

year again to see a shift of focus of companies. 

Sooner or later, there will be a change in procurement and other operative and 

low value adding job positions anyway. When running the discussions on 

LinkedIn groups and especially in the topic “Will SAP Ariba replace us all?”, 

I read basically two opinions. That AI is unable to do human work and therefore 

supplement procurement personnel, and the second one which was saying that 

operative level of procurement will be automated. What was distinguishing the 

groups was the age of people with these opinions. The “older” generation was 

more protecting their jobs by refusing the automation. The “younger” generation, 

was very willing to accept the changes and automation of operative procurement.  

Moreover, there are ongoing discussions about the future digital industries. Be it 

World Economic Forum 2016 in Davos and panel discussion about digitization of 

industries or whitepapers published by consulting companies. They all support 

the argument that procurement and all industries are trying to utilize the data to 

bring more value added to the world and of course capitalize it. Some companies 

focus on merging databases and digging data to help people in Africa by reliable 

pharma supplies at the peak times of usual diseases in these areas. Other compa-

nies are trying to remove bottlenecks in supply chain and others are just focusing 

on smart contracts (Ethereum). 
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From data, which was collected was also visible that corporations in developed 

countries have more willingness to share forecasts in combination with other in-

formation which they find useful. This can be caused by more stable demand in 

developed countries, lower price sensitivity of customers or by the power they 

have and the trust in contracts in combination with legal systems of their coun-

tries. In the developing countries, which are more focused on production for de-

veloped countries or themselves, the inventory sharing, followed by forecast was 

prevalent. That makes sense, because they need to produce as fast as possible to 

speed up the capital flow. 

When doing the research of marketplaces, the greater development and more 

complex business models were expected. The results were disappointing, except 

Ariba and Amazon e-shops, and they show that there is a lot of potential for com-

panies which will be able to apply the Service Dominant Logic and other value 

adding activities to their business model. Such marketplaces will then not serve 

just as a directory or supply aggregators, but will be creating more value the big-

ger they become. That will be possible by utilizing big data, OSINT and maybe 

even blockchain. Who comes first with the solution bringing the most value and 

the cheapest solution which is the easiest to use, will win. 

One more aspect which is very related to the procurement automation is the pro-

curement outsourcing. If we consider all the modules which were in the survey, 

which are spend management, sourcing processes, contract management, ac-

counts payables, then there is a big potential for companies developing cloud so-

lutions of procurement automation. A usual company, which has a lot of opera-

tive work, but does not need unusual materials, will be the right client for com-

panies like SAP Ariba. It will be basically outsourcing of all the operational pro-

curement to the SW provider, who will do the job instead. At the end, perception 

of operative procurement will change and there will be another activity to auto-

mate and improve. It is an ongoing never-ending process. 

The Future Education Requirements 

One of the goals of this thesis was to find what is relevant to learn and give rec-

ommendations for people working in procurement or about to join the procure-

ment teams as the author is about to do. 

The recommendations for the future procurement employees and procurement 

courses at universities are to: 

1. Learn how to analyze and interpret data, which is available in a company 

and which is available online (OSINT). Basics of data mining mindset will 

be required. It can be gained at Coursera.org 

2. Leverage this information gained to have more power in negotiations of 

contracts conditions and products/services prices. 

3. Learn about smart contracts, blockchain and decentralized technologies, 

which are now just being developed, and be ready for creative market of-

ferings from software developers. 
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These three steps should be enough to survive in the procurement and maybe 

even get promoted when a person starts now. 

Pitfalls of automation 

There are also pitfalls of any automation. Automation reduces the “monkey job” 

positions and therefore requires employees to educate themselves. However, peo-

ple are not always willing to learn and will be refusing the change. This will slow 

down the automation process and at the end will deepen the gap between rich 

and poor people (who will not educate themselves), which is now very big in de-

veloping countries and is becoming bigger in developed countries as well. How-

ever, people who really want to work will always find a way to be valuable for a 

company. 

The other pitfall is that automation will require more people working in IT, and 

that can really increase prices of products because IT specialists are very well paid 

professionals. There will be therefore more pressure on the decrease of salaries 

of such professionals, but if they will be willing to accept it is questionable. There-

fore, it can be said, that people doing operational level of procurement can be 

replaced by operational level of IT procurement services specialists and the work-

load will stay the same or become even higher.  

Lessons learned 

From the procurement automation survey were gained many insights which are 

valuable for further researches. First of all, the procurement managers are very 

busy and it is difficult to get responses if the topic does not affect their job directly. 

Therefore, right marketing strategy of future surveys is recommended. 

For the better evaluation, more samples would be needed. Especially samples 

from SMEs would be very interesting, because these companies do not have a lot 

of free capital to implement the robust software available on the market. There 

are many complex solutions, but just some of them do the job required well. 

When having bigger sample of data, e.g. 1000 answers, it would make sense to 

run Factor analysis and see which factors influence the procurement automation 

the most.  Based on that, clearer conclusions would be stated. 

Because the thesis topic is very new, it was almost impossible to find reliable re-

sources, in the form of books or academic studies. Therefore, it was necessary to 

use many white papers and ask experts in the industry. If such a thesis is done 

one year later, I believe that there will be way more resources, which would make 

writing the thesis easier. 
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Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was “To find out the current and possible level of automa-

tion in procurement and its contribution to less routine and more creative jobs.” 

The goal and its sub-goals was fulfilled by the literature research, survey and dis-

cussion. 

The literature research contributed to the overall understanding of the procure-

ment automation concept and the technological difficulty of procurement auto-

mation.  

The survey helped to analyze the overall level of procurement automation in de-

veloping and developed countries and rejected the alternative (research) hypoth-

esis: Developing countries automating procurement more than developed coun-

tries. This was concluded based on 146 answers collected from 21.2. to 19.4.2017 

in 3 rounds on LinkedIn procurement groups. The Mann-Whitney U test of soft-

ware variables did not support the alternative hypothesis in the p-value limit of 

<0,05 for the null hypothesis, which was set as the opposite of alternative hypoth-

esis in the JASP software. 

Descriptive statistics of values collected, in the case of the SW supported by 

Shapiro-Will test, described the data as not normal and even after many adjust-

ments it stayed almost the same. Therefore, also correlation table used the Spear-

man correlation coefficient which processes not normally distributed data. The 

strongest correlation was found between spend management and sourcing pro-

cesses, industry and sourcing processes and spend management and information 

sharing. Based on this, a description of results was conducted. 

The analysis of the SW values in developing and developed countries showed 

lower focus on Account payables, and in developed countries also lower focus on 

Contract management. The statistical comparison of this variables was not done. 

e-Sourcing models were dominated by the Sell-side systems, which are basically 

normal e-shops merging many suppliers. Third-party marketplaces still need 

some improvements of business models, which was then confirmed by B2B mar-

ketplaces review.  

B2B marketplaces review showed that just two marketplaces are developing and 

improving their business models. It is SAP Ariba and Amazon Business. 
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Attachment – The Procurement Automation Survey 

Future of Procurement - Survey 

Dear respondent, I’m a procurement student trying to find out the level of pro-

curement in companies around the world. The anonymous data collected by this 

6-minute survey will serve as a benchmark. This benchmark and a comparison 

of strategic procurement software is available also to you after contacting me 

at: cizp01@vse.cz  

Your participation is anonymous and voluntary and all your answers will be 

kept confidential.  

Thank you very much! 

Pavel Cizner 

Student of University of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic 

(https://www.vse.cz/english/) and FGV-EAESP, São Paulo Business School, 

Brazil (http://eaesp.fgvsp.br/en) 

 

1. Do you work in the purchasing/procurement/sourcing department of your 

company? 

a. Yes – Continue to the next section 

b. No – Submit the form 

Company Information section 

2. Country of Operation 

a. List of 227 countries – based on a list from Harvard Business School 

3. Size of the company 

a. 1-250 

b. 251-1000 

c. 1001-5000 

d. 5001 and more 

4. Industry 

a. List of 53. industries based on Harvard Business School list 

5. For how many subsidiaries does your department source? 

a. 0 – Just for your company 

b. 1 

c. 2 

d. 3 

e. 4 and more 
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6. From how many countries does your department source? 

a. 1 – Home country 

b. 2-5 

c. 6-10 

d. 10-15 

e. 16 and more 

Automation software section 

All the questions related to SW had the same possible answers: 

• ? – I do not know it 

• We do not plan to automate it 

• We are working on it 

• Yes – We use it 

Spend management 

The aim of spend management is to determine the volume of expenditure which 

a company makes to support its operations, provide services and produce prod-

ucts. 

7. Aggregated spend by commodity, supplier & category 

8. Current contract costs control 

9. Total Cost Reporting 

10. Spend predictions – product price, life cycle and its stage 

Sourcing processes 

Supports specification of needs, pre-selection of suppliers and gives suggestions 

about preferred suppliers. 

11. RFI, RFP, RFQ 

12. Vendor pre-selection 

13. Electronic Auctions 

14. Purchase Orders 

Contract management 

Creates, manages, executes and controls contracts with suppliers. 

15. Contract build and clause control 

16. Contract approval routing (workflow) 

17. Compliance check – terms, prices 

18. Contract deadline alerts 
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Accounts Payables 

Automates the process of receiving invoice, processing it and paying according to 

company's priorities and financial schedule. 

19. e-Invoicing 

20. e-Payment 

21. Duplicate Payment Warning 

22. Fraud Detection 

Partners and Technologies section 

23. Which e-Sourcing models does your company use? 

a. Sell-side-systems - work as normal e-shops you know, merge the 

suppliers and offer on one website 

b. Buy-side systems - one supplier and you choose from his e-shop 

c. Third-party marketplaces - connects numerous buyers and suppli-

ers, like Amazon.com 

d. Other 

24. What information does your company share with your partners? 

a. Forecasts - Forecasts based on macroeconomic, microeconomic, 

customers and other data. 

b. Labor Scheduling - Shows your partners what will be your produc-

tion in the next days, so they can manage the work load the same 

way. 

c. Deliveries optimization - By knowing the production status of your 

suppliers, you can predict when the goods are delivered to the cus-

tomer. 

d. Inventory management - Helps to remove Bullwhip effect by show-

ing the level of goods stored in your warehouse. 

e. Other 

 

 


